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Recipes & Envisioning Utopia

A four letter word sometimes feels too brief to 
encompass the ways we make meaning through food. 
Embedded in this tiny word are universes of sharing, 
companionship, knowledge, survival, abundance, 
beauty, ritual, celebration, earthly joys, pain, oppression, 
violence, neglect, and erasure. When we concern 
ourselves with what it would look for all living beings 
to flourish, food is most certainly at the start of it. 

Recipes are not what one might think of as a utopic 
text. In fact, what could be more mundane than a 
glorified grocery list with a set of instructions after it? 
However, as belonging to that special brand of people 
who opens a cookbook to read as if it were a novel 
or a history textbook, I have found recipes to have a 
profound relationship to utopic visioning. 

Recipes make me think of mothers passing stories down 
to their daughters, of intergenerational knowledge and 
the embodied muscle memory that transcends time 
and space. They make me think of the unrecognized 
grassroots power of the kitchen tables around which 
activists of every social movement imaginable have 
gathered to dream of new worlds. They make me think 
of the actual magic we perform when we take a pile 
of flour, turn it into a lump of dough, and then take 
that lump of dough and turn it into something that 
will nourish our bodies and souls - the closest thing 
to sorcery I will ever know. They make me think of 
a participating in something so fundamentally human, 
something ancient and modern at the same time. 

The act of writing or reading a recipe is engaging with 

a vision of another world. You are neither cooking nor 
eating when you read a recipe, yet somehow, you are. 

I have likely have spent thousands of hours of my life 
reading recipes, a vast majority of which I will never 
cook or eat. Yet, l would never ask for  any of those 
hours back. I read recipes as whole worlds. As insights 
into the worlds I have inhabited, the worlds I will 
soon inhabit, as well as those pasts and futures which 
I will never experience. I don’t really see recipes as 
sets instructions, but rather as stories told through 
sensorial documentation. I am drawn to recipes that 
invite you to use your palm as a cup, your taste buds 
as a measuring spoon. I love to find the little ghosts of 
another person living in the choices they made and 
the signposts they left, like a lighthouse from the past.

I have mailed countless letters and emails to my loved 
ones that contained nothing other than the text 
of a recipe (my own or encountered). I do this to 
communicate an anticipated meal together, to recall a 
shared memory, to act as love letter, or just as a as a 
way to say “I wish I were in your presence right now.” 
We write down recipes because food and cooking 
compels us to share beyond the self.

In The Artists and Writers Cookbook, Natalie Garrett 
writes: “The more I read, the more the connection 
between art, writing, and cooking made sense: Ideally 
all three are about something new. They all require 
some measure of vision, revision, faith, and magic, not 
to mention a high tolerance for disaster.  All three 
also engage the senses, surprise and sustain us, and 

“Every recipe, whether we cook it or not, offers a vision of the good life, and a way of tasting food in your 
brain. It doesn’t need to actually have been eaten in its time to feel real to us now. “

-Bee Wilson

can be evocative. And, at their best, they can even be 
transformative.” In this light, I see recipes as textual 
artifacts, as art and story, as science, as escape and 
therapy. I also see recipes as pain and suffering, longing 
and denial. 

Of course, recipes - like all mediums with the potential 
for radicalism - exist on a spectrum. Some are entirely 
mundane, some are prescriptive and stuffy, and 
some even uphold values of white supremacy, and 
heteropatriarchy embedded between ingredient lists 
(ever read a cake recipe from the 1950s?).  We find 
in recipes toxic messages of societal beauty standards. 
Or we might even read a recipe because we know 
we’d never let ourselves actually eat something.  Yet, I 
believe they also contain the power to turn the table 
and act in service of liberation. If we take utopia not 
to mean perfection manifest, but rather,  the ways we 
dream of and make “the good life” for ourselves and 
our communities every day, recipes can hold whispers 
or shouts of utopia.

Another beauty of a recipe is that it is never anything 
new. It is just your version of something everyone 
else has already done.  As food writer Laurie Colwin 
writes: “No one who cooks, cooks alone. Even at her 
most solitary, a cook in the kitchen is surrounded by 
generations of cooks past, the advice and menus of 
cooks present, the wisdom of cookbook writers.” 
They are a reminder that you don’t have to be new 
to be valid and they demand that you acknowledge 
interdependence. I am in constant search for ways 
to rewrite the narratives we tell about ourselves to 

honor that nothing we do - in the kitchen or outside of 
it - exists without standing on the shoulders of all who 
came before us. I am convinced that replication is, in 
fact, the only way we can exist. Yet, society’s obsession 
with newness, uniqueness, and innovation blinds us to 
this.

As someone who has struggled her whole life with 
definitions, with finding certainty about my own 
thoughts and beliefs, my interests and identities, it is 
fitting that food is the only thing I’ve felt able to say 
I know. When I find myself impossible to define, food 
holds space for complexity and contradiction. I am 
allowed to be so many things within this one thing. In 
‘food’  I am an artist, a historian, a storyteller, a caretaker, 
a healer, an anthropologist, a copycat, an inventor, a 
scientist, a mystic, a lover, a control freak, an abstainer, a 
soap-boxer, a philistine, a withholder, a gourmand and 
an aesthete. It is in the expression of these multiple 
truths that I find venues to dream about what utopia 
could look like. 

By transcending so many boundaries and binaries and 
food and cooking are themselves demonstrations of 
radical change, a reminder of all that is possible. As 
Julia Turshen writes in Feed The Resistance:  “Food 
is metaphor personified and within that there is 
reaffirmation of what we can accomplish.” 

The collection of recipes in the pages that follow is 
built on the labor of the writers, chefs, friends, change-
makers and vision-seekers I see as helping articulate 
and reconfigure our dreams of utopia. 



The pages that follow include an anthology of 
texts that evoke the dialogue between recipes and 
utopic visioning. 

This is a collection of recipes that were chosen 
as text, first and foremost with consideration 
for the feelings they evoke in their words and 
rhythms, for the sensory reactions they conjure, 
and for the lessons they contain about ourselves, 
our communities, our worlds, and the worlds we 
have yet to create. I invite you to read them slowly, 
savoring the act of sensuous time travel. 

However, these are also texts intended to inspire 
action. They are a call to serve yourself and others 
with care, physical nourishment, and emotional 
kindness. With few exceptions, I have made worlds 
with each of these recipes – either cooking them 
or dreaming about them – and invite you to do 
the same (although you might not want to cook 
Man Ray’s recipe). 

Personal reflections and my own short annecdotes 
appear throughout this cookbook alongside 
recipes. Poetry and excerpt of prose that speak to 
the relationship between food and utopia are also 
woven throughout. Authors of all quoted materials 
will appear alongside the text and any un-cited 
material can be assumed to be my original writing. 

While most recipes in this book are adapted from my 
collection of cherished cookbooks, some pages contain 
recipes I’ve written myself or translated from loved 
ones. Each page is a bit different but this guide suggests 
how navigate the pages to follow.

About This Book How to Read a Recipe Page

Unless I have stated that a recipe is 
adapted, introductory texts can be 
assumed to be directly quoting the 
original author. 

The title. A great place to start 
dreaming! 

Source material 
Recipe author
Serving notes | Prep time 
If nothing is listed here, the recipe 
is an original.

Cooking instructions as described 
in original recipe source.

Sketches by me but inspired by 
countless cookbook illustrators 
before me. 

Ingredients as listed in original 
recipe source.
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Wild Rice-Crusted Walleye
Hogán

4 to 6 walleye or trout fillet, 
or butterflied fish

½ cup Wild Rice Flour, or 
finely ground cornmeal

pinch smoked salt

Pinch crushed juniper 
berries

¼ cup sunflower oil, or more 
as needed

The Red Lake Nation is an Ojibwe community in northern Minnesota, home of our ethnobotanist 
Tashia, who shares her knowledge with our team. In the late fall of 2015 we participated in an Indigenous 
Sustainable Food Summit focused on our region’s native varieties of corn, bean, and squash, and Red Lake’s 
wild rice, smoked fish, and game. We source all of our fish – they walleye, northerns, and whitefish – from 
the Red Lake Nation Fishery. The Red Lake community protects its beautiful and pristine waters by fishing 
sustainably. For an impressive presentation, butterfly the fish (so that it’s filleted but whole and served head 
on). Garnish with fresh cranberries, chopped apple, or berries lightly tossed into the pan, right before serving. 
This recipe works nicely with trout, too.

Rinse the fillets, remove any pin bones, and pat dry. Pour the wild rice 
flour onto a flat plate and stir in the smoked salt and juniper. Dredge 
both sides of the fillets in the seasoned flour to thoroughly coat. 

Heath the oil in a large skillet over a high flame. Without crowding the 
pan, fry one or two of the fillets in the oil for about 2 to 4 minutes per 
side until nicely crisped and cooked through. Drain on paper towels and 
serve immediately. 

The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen
Sean Sherman
Serves: 4-6
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Music and cooking are two of the most profound ways we come to enact and  embody other 
worlds and nothing goes better together.  Put this cooking utopia playlist on to enjoy these 
recipes!

Click or type this link to access this playlist: 
https://spoti.fi/2ZYJFQy 

PLAYLIST

She Don’t Use Jelly 
The Flaming Lips 

Honey, Honey 
ABBA

Vegetables
The Beach Boys 

Green Onions 
Booker T. & the M.G.s

 
Hot Potatoes 

The Kinks
 

(Do The) Mashed Potatoes 
James Brown 

Watermelon Man 
Herbie Hancock

Buttered Popcorn 
The Supremes 

Apples, Peaches, Pumpkin Pie 
Jay and the Techniques 

Lollipop  
The Chordettes 
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“Recipes should not be left 
out of the range of cultural 
artifacts that give us insight 
into the world around us, 
or our place in that world.”

-Colleen Cotter

https://spoti.fi/2ZYJFQy
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[as freedom is a breakfast food]

as freedom is a breakfastfood
or truth can live with right and wrong
or molehills are from mountains made
—long enough and just so long
will being pay the rent of seem
and genius please the talentgang
and water most encourage flame

as hatracks into peachtrees grow
or hopes dance best on bald men’s hair
and every finger is a toe
and any courage is a fear
—long enough and just so long
will the impure think all things pure
and hornets wail by children stung

or as the seeing are the blind
and robins never welcome spring
nor flatfolk prove their world is round
nor dingsters die at break of dong
and common’s rare and millstones float
—long enough and just so long
tomorrow will not be too late

worms are the words but joy’s the voice
down shall go which and up come who
breasts will be breasts thighs will be thighs
deeds cannot dream what dreams can do
—time is a tree(this life one leaf)
but love is the sky and i am for you
just so long and long enough

e.e. cummings
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CHAPTER 1 
The Personal
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A Recipe Without a Recipe 

I suppose there is something ironic about the fact that I collect 
cookbooks given that I adamantly dismiss the use of recipes when I 
cook. I am not sure if that is because I am decidedly an anti-perfectionist, 
or maybe because I’ve never really managed to find the patience to 
do what someone else wants me to do. When I try to follow recipes 
closely, I tend to immediately want to alter things to make them mine 
before I’ve even done the work of doing them the right way first. I 
wouldn’t do well in a French kitchen to say the least.

Rather, when it comes time to be in the kitchen, visions from recipes I 
have come across before may serve as scaffolding, but in the moment I 
prefer to build particular new worlds out of whatever products of the 
earth I find myself with. 

It is with this process of world-building that this book begins: With an 
excerpt from Alice Waters’ autobiography, Coming to My Senses, which 
describes a vision of paradise found in the process of cooking with 
one’s whole self. 
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Coming to My Senses: The Making of a Counterculture Cook (2017)
Author: Alice Waters

Coming To My Senses

First, I am at the farmers’ market, buying a bunch of French breakfast 
radishes, the purple-fringed lettuce, the spring garlic – I’m thinking about 
the state of Blenheim apricots and the Santa Rosa plums. I’m looking for 
fruits and vegetables that are perfectly ripe things that just came out of 
the ground or were just picked. I’m not necessarily thinking about how 
the ingredients will go together – I’m just responding to what I’m finding. 
It’s a lot about aliveness, a lot about color, the smell of things, the look… 
I’m listening to what the farmer has to say about what’s going on in the 
fields. I think we forget sometimes that food is alive and that we have to 
follow that intuition and treat food as a living thing. 

At this point, I don’t quite know what I’m going to cook, and I’m not 
really putting the meal together. It’s when I take the ingredients home, 
unpack them from my basket and spread them out on the table in my 
kitchen – that’s when I start imagining how the ingredients relate to one 
another and how they can come together to make a menu. I’m using all 
my senses. I’m smelling the garlic, tasting the pungency of the radishes 
and the tartness of the vinaigrette, feeling the firmness of the apricots; 
I’m thinking about the people who are going to sit at the table and what 
they like to eat, the courses following one another; what kind of day 
it is, whether it’s cold outside and I want to light a fire in the fireplace 
or whether it’s warm and I want to sit outside by the herb garden. I’m 
improvising, trying to capture and express that moment in time. I’m 
letting my senses lead me.
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“The Snack is Snatched, La Merenda is Shared”
On Reading Patience Gray

One summer, to keep in touch, my mother and I started a long-distance 
cookbook club (a club of two). We read Patience Gray’s hybrid memoir-
cookbook, Honey from a Weed: Fasting and Feasting in Tuscany, Catalonia, 
the Cyclades and Apulia.  Over video calls, my mother and I would cook a 
recipe from the book together, drink wine, and talk feverishly about this 
wildly captivating collection fully of life, love, land, food, and labor, exclaiming 
repeatedly “how do we get her life?” In the opening pages, Patience writes. 
“Good cooking is the result of a balance struck between frugality and 
liberality…. It is born out in communities where the supply of food is 
conditioned by the seasons. Once we lose touch with the spendthrift aspect 
of nature’s provisions epitomized in the raising of a crop, we are in danger 
of losing touch with life itself…. Poverty rather than wealth gives the good 
things of life their true significance.”  

In one of my favorite passages from the book, Gray describes the Italian 
notion of “La Merenda,” a word that considerably, unexpectedly, and 
irreversibly changed me.

Ever since then, La Merenda is where I have been storing my visions of 
utopia. The word has become a vessel for my hopes and dreams and visions 
of the version of myself I feel so often incapable of being in real life. La 
merenda has become a imaginary space into which I pour all of the menus 
and sweet treats I want to make for my loved ones that I dream of late at 
night before I fall asleep. La Merenda is my future community cafe, where I 
have meticulously planned a community garden in the backyard of my mind 
and where I harvested greens for imagined daily salads while neighbors 
stop by to take produce home for their families. La Merenda is where I 
host my imaginary meetings of radical visionaries and counter-culturists. La 
Merenda is where the bread I bake and cream I whip flies in the face of 
the patriarchy and builds a better world. I have countless little sketches of 
La Merenda populating the pages of my school notebooks and when I hear 
stories of others whose lives I admire, I file them away as “inspirational La 
Merendas.” HOME-MADE BREAD RUBBED WITH GARLIC AND 

SPRINKLED WITH OLIVE OIL, SHARED-WITH A FLASK 
OF WINE BETWEEN WORKING PEOPLE, CAN BE 
MORE CONVIVIAL THAN ANY FEAST.

-patience gray
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La Merenda

In Latin, Merum means pure, unadulterated. The word was often used in connection with wine. The Italian 
word mero stands for wine which has not been tampered with. But, as such wine is bound to go to one’s 
head if not accompanied by something to eat, it is ritually accompanied by a merenda. La merenda cannot be 
confused with the modern snack. The snack is snatched, la merenda is shared. The word implies conviviality, 
and, if anything is to be seized, it is time by the forelock, an event insinuated between laying off work and the 
return to the polished anonymity of that little prison of perfection which is every Italian’s home.

FORMAGGIO CON LE PERE • ewe’s cheese and pears 
In Tuscany in summer a delicious long-shaped pear ripens at the same time as pecorino matures, made by 
farmers in the mountains of ewe’s milk in early spring and left to ripen for a few months on open shelves 
suspended from the ceiling in an airy room serving as farmhouse dairy. 
In town these cheeses are not easy to discover. About 20 cm (8”) across, creamy within, with a pale exterior. 
Cheeses of larger dimensions are darker ; they are coated with wood ash. In the old days when every peasant 
supplied the landowner with the fruits of the vineyard – loquats, lemons, oranges, pears, plums, cherries, 
apricots, peaches, figs – there was a saying: 

 Al contadino non bisogna   Don’t let the peasant
 for sapere quanto é buono   know how good
 il formaggio con le pere    cheese is with pears

So, the association of this delicious pears was something the signori wished to keep to themselves! A 
ridiculous presumption. Living in town they nourished a false idea of the ‘simplicity’ of those working the land, 
who were both secret and wise.

In winter, la merenda might well be a slab of lardo di Bergiola – pork fat from the pig’s rump conserved in 
dry salt and mountain herbs, in marble basins, in this high-up village – eaten with hunks of bread and black 
olives. It could consist of a salt herring, grilled or skinned, boned, soaked in water for a while, then drained 
and served with finely sliced onion, olive oil, a thread of wine vinegar and black pepper. Both are thirst 
provoking….

A merenda can take place under the shade of a loquat tree on one’s way up the muletrack on a summer 
evening, in the courtyard of a bar at a marble table, or in winter in a ruined cottage which served as an 
illicit wine bar, there among friends, with the vine twigs from the November pruning blazing in the chimney 
corner…

Honey from a Weed: Fasting and Feasting in Tuscany, Catalonia, the Cyclades and Apulia (1986)
Author:  Patience Gray
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Home

The places we reside don’t always feel like utopia. In fact, these can be 
some of the most tumultuous and dystopian places in our lives. However,  
the act of making a home out of a place is so often centered on food. 
What are the recipes to which we turn that transform four walls into 
home? How does food comfort us and ground us? How does it recreate 
us? 
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Housewarming Granola

Formula:
3 parts oats 

2 parts nuts/seeds 

A generous pinch of salt

Spices to taste (I gravitate 
toward lot of cinnamon and a 
pinch of clove and nutmeg)

Splash of vanilla extract to 
taste (~ 1-2 tsp per 3 cups of 
oats) 

1 part coconut oil or melted 
butter or olive oil 

¼ part honey / maple syrup / 
coconut sugar (or more if you 
like sweetness)

1 part dried fruit (sour cherries, 
apricots, figs, dates, chopped 
ginger) 

The first thing I make any time I move into a new home is granola. The smell of toasting oats melding with 
warming spices, nuts, and seeds brings me back into myself after a period of disruption and unrest unlike 
any other smell. The simplicity of this smell grounds me in my body, wherever it is, assuring me that there 
is stability in the face of change. Each time I make a batch of granola, I mix different ingredients in different 
ratios, yet, somehow, that same intoxicating smell always manages to stream out of the oven. I’ve made 
granola so many times that never use an actual recipe. Rather, the act is not unlike jazz, reflective of emotions 
and intuitions like desire (fig-almond-vanilla), comfort (clove-orange zest and dates), sass (ginger and 
apricots), indecision (sweet and savory), austerity (no frills), the possibilities are endless.

Granola also has a special way of striking the balance Rebecca Solnit describes in A Paradise Built in Hell: 
“Finding the balance between independence and fellowship is one of the ongoing utopian struggles.”  I 
have never made a batch of granola that yields a quantity reasonable for one individual to consume on her 
own (even though my granola consumption capacity is astonishing). Each time I bring a still-warm palm full 
of freshly baked granola to my mouth – and let’s be honest a fair amount to the floor – finding the quite 
solitude of making myself a home, I know that I will soon fill up one jar for myself and pour the remainder 
into jars – and, yet again, probably a significant amount on the floor – to feed my family and chosen families. 

Stir all the dry ingredients together in a bowl. 

Heat the coconut oil, and stir in the sweetener. Pour the sweetened oil 
and mix well to coat. Give a taste at this point for sweetness, spices and 
saltiness and adjust as needed. (Remember adding dried fruit will add 
sweetness later). 

Spread the mixture out on a baking sheet (line it with parchment paper 
if you know your baking sheet is prone to burning things, granola loves 
to burn).

Bake at 350ºF for about 20-30 minutes, or until the oats are starting to 
brown. Stir every 10 minutes to prevent it from burning. 

Remove from oven and stir any dried fruits while warm. Let cool 
completely before transferring into air-tight jars. 

If you are anything like me, sweep the floors.

As I sorted through my personal archives for this cookbook, I came across a blog I started right 
when I graduated college in a desperate attempt to find my identity. I called it “Preserved Kitchen” 
and it lasted all of two posts: one a recipe for earl gray palmiers, and one for carrot soup. The 
blog’s earnestness and confessional tone made me cringe as I read it 5 years later.  From a new 
city, in a truly strange lofted studio apartment with pink stairs that were of debatable safety, living 
out of a mini-fridge, using a marble fireplace mantle as a cuttingboard with the partner I had 
moved across the country for, I wanted so badly to be able mold my reality into the perfect vision 
of a future life. I yearned so painfully to be like the women who filled my various screens and 
social media feeds with depictions of life perfected.  The first post literally starts with “Here goes 
nothing!” so you can imagine how incredibly embarrassing it was to let myself re-read it. But, the 
fact remains, these cookies still sound good. 

(For the jam)

1½ cup dried turkish figs

½ cup Earl Grey tea (use 2 
tea bags to make the tea 
extra strong)

1 tsp vanilla extract

Juice of ½ lemon

(For the Palmiers)

1 package puff pastry, 
defrosted 

granulated sugar for 
coating

Earl Grey & Fig Jam Palmiers 

Preheat oven to 350ºF 

Roughly chop the dried figs and place them in a pot with ½ cup brewed 
tea, lemon juice and vanilla. Cook over low-medium heat until the figs 
rehydrate and the mixture forms a dreamy luscious jam. Transfer to a 
food processor and blend to desired consistency. For a chunky filling, just 
give it a few pulses. 

Roll the puff pastry out on a clean surface covered (generously) with 
granulated sugar. 

Spread the jam evenly across the surface. Roll pastry from both sides to 
meet in the center so you have a long log of jam filled dough. 

Wrap in plastic wrap and chill the dough for 30 minutes (or, if you are 
me, don’t). 

Slice into 1/4-1/2 inch pieces and coat each slice in more granulated 
sugar before placing well-spaced on a baking sheet. 

Bake for 10 minutes, then turn and bake for 5–8 minutes, or until the 
palmiers are crisp and golden and full of earthy caramelized goodness.
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Whipped Cream & ... Something to Put Whipped Cream On

1 pint heavy whipping 
cream (adjusted properly in 
anticipation for leftovers in 
your coffee tomorrow)

1 sprinkle of sugar – 
seriously just a sprinkle, 
maybe even none

Zest of ½ a lemon OR 
1 tsp vanilla extract

If you know me, you likely know of my fondness for whipped cream. I do not look forward to Thanksgiving, 
but rather, I eagerly await the morning after, when I will indulge in the ceremonious act of dropping an un-
modest amount of whipped cream from the night before into a steaming cup of hot coffee. The luxury of 
watching the fat spread out on top and eventually sink and immerse itself amidst the dark caffeinated liquid 
is worth the year-long wait. Even during periodic spells of veganism, whipped cream is always an exception. 
It is not necessarily the fact that whipped cream is undeniably the world’s most perfect food that makes me 
love it so much. Rather, it is the joy I get by whipping cream by hand. No, I do not think it tastes different 
as some suggest. But this labor-intensive act is the perfect (and probably only) way to end a dinner. I love 
the fatigue I get in my upper arms as I hold a chilled bowl in one hand and a whisk in the other. I love my 
ambidextrousness which allows me to shift the whisk between my left and right hands as I feverishly beat 
cream to stiff peaks. I love the dance I do as beat the whisk (again, if you know me, you likely know this 
dance). I love letting my senses guide me as I feel peaks start to form at the tip of the whisk, which for those 
brief moments becomes an extension of my arm. And I love the act of serving others a plate with a ratio of 
whipped cream to literally-anything-else that challenges norms. Pouring this kind of muscle energy into the 
transformation of raw materials into something more beautiful creates an intimacy with food that reminds 
us that we belong together in an ecosystem. The food is not just there to serve us, but rather, it is our 
companion in an act of co-creation, nourishment, and care. I am guessing that not everyone thinks about this 
when they look at a quivering mound of whipped cream on top of a slice of pie, but I do.  Maybe next time 
you will join me. 

Place a metal bowl in the freezer to chill for about 15 minutes.
 
Put whipping cream (take time to enjoy the luscious texture of cream 
pouring), sugar, and lemon or vanilla in the bowl.

Beat with a whisk by hand until light and airy and soft peaks form 
(dancing at this stage highly encouraged). Be careful not to over-whip or 
butter will start to form (which is a cool reminder about science, but not 
the ideal thing to put in your coffee tomorrow morning). 

Serve in generous amounts on top of any dessert. I suggest olive oil 
cake, apple-ginger crisp with an oat and hazelnut crumble topping, red 
wine poached pears, or raw fruit of the season. 

COOKING UTOPIA

Olive Oil Cake 

2 cups (250g) all-purpose 
flour

1 3/4 cups (350g) sugar (I 
usually use much less than 
that. Reduce by 1/2 cup if 
you’re feeling extra daring)

1 1/2 teaspoons kosher salt

1/2 teaspoon baking soda

1/2 teaspoon baking powder

1 1/3 cups (285g) extra-
virgin olive oil

1 1/4 cups (305g) whole milk

3 large eggs

1 1/2 tablespoons grated 
orange zest

¼ cup (60g) fresh orange 
juice

1/4 cup (55g) Grand Marnier 
(or just use an extra ¼ 
cu orange juice, because, 
honestly how often do you 
have Grand Marnier on 
hand?)

This is my favorite cake to make for loved ones, mostly because it is an excuse to have something to cover in 
whipped cream. It is also an embarrassingly easy to make cake. 

Heat the oven to 350° F. Oil, butter, or spray a 9-inch cake pan that 
is at least 2 inches deep with cooking spray and line the bottom with 
parchment paper. (If your cake pan is less than 2 inches deep, divide 
between 2 pans and start checking for doneness at 30 minutes.)

In a bowl, whisk the flour, sugar, salt, baking soda and powder. In another 
bowl, whisk the olive oil, milk, eggs, orange zest and juice and Grand 
Marnier. Add the dry ingredients; whisk until just combined.

Pour the batter into the prepared pan and bake for 1 hour, until the top 
is golden and a cake tester comes out clean. Transfer the cake to a rack 
and let cool for 30 minutes.

Run a knife around the edge of the pan, invert the cake onto the rack 
and let cool completely, 2 hours.

Food52 Genius Recipes
Adapted with my own edits 
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COOKING UTOPIA

“Industrial Strength Shortbread”

4 ½ sticks unsalted butter – 
soft

1 ¼ cups sugar 

6 ¼ cups unbleached AP 
flour

(Original recipe: 

4 ½ lbs. butter

2 ½ lbs sugar

6 ¼ lbs flour
 
That is a lot of dough!)

Cream together the butter and sugar. Beat with a paddle, scraping down 
the sides a couple of times. You can beat the hell out of it, really, it can 
handle it. 

Add the flour one cup at a time. The last 1 ½ cups need some judgment. 
You don’t want it too soft (but you can always add more in the rolling 
and forming stage) or too dry and crumbly (if dire you can press into a 
pan for a shortbread crust). 

Stick in fridge well covered. Can be frozen wrapped well. 

Bring to room temp. Roll on floured surface, cut out and bake until just 
starting to turn golden. 

You can also make thumb print cookies with or without poppy seeds 
blended in. Makes a great crust for French pear tarts. Or, whatever you 
can put together that needs a sturdy yet tender base. Can also benefit 
from a vanilla, lemon zest, etc addition. But is great on its own. 

Bon Appétit and enjoy! 

Author: Cecily Gourley

COOKING UTOPIA

Inherited Recipes 

I keep a recipe box. This is a seemingly archaic thing to do in the age of the internet. In my box, I sometimes 
stash notes I jot down to remember special dinner parties or collected recipes from friends or travels. 
However I mostly keep recipes from my mom.  These recipes probably don’t mean a lot in particular to 
anyone who doesn’t know her.  They honestly are not the clearest recipes and are missing crucial steps and 
key information. The writing contains  flourishes that are admittedly confusing. But, I know exactly what they 
mean and I wouldn’t change a word. They are my history of these foods.  When I read them, my mom’s 
voice is almost audible in between the lines of text and in the stirring of the rice (and I am reminded that my 
penchant for parenthetical writing comes from her). I am transported to the kitchen of my childhood when 
we would wear matching leopard print headbands and brown velvet leggings powdered with floury hand 
prints. 

Brown Rice Pudding

2 cups cooked short grain 
brown rice

2-3 tablespoons  butter

1/4 cup - 1/2 cup brown 
sugar

Cover cooked brown rice with plenty of water. 

Add as much butter as you want. Same with brown sugar.

Stir and cook until it gets sticky and glossy and just how you want it. 
This can involve adding more water, stirring in and letting it keep cooking 
while you run around and get ready to leave the house

Best eaten in a bowl in the back seat of the car…

Enjoy!

Author: Cecily Gourley
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COOKING UTOPIA

“Damn That’s Good Jam” Peach Jam

First step is to take yourself on a spontaneous 
trip to Sauvie Island, on a clear blue day 
and follow a sign that says, “Peaches Next 
Right.”Then you find the last four trees at the 
end of the last two rows of trees that still have 
peaches on them. Stick your head in a tree and 
marvel at the sight of big fat rosy peaches. You 
need to get pretty far in there. You’ll notice that 
it feels pretty good to be inside of a tree. Twist 
them off of their branches, be especially gentle 
because they are so ripe that the skin is willing 
to slip off the fruit with the slightest touch. Pick 
as many as you reasonably feel you will be able 
to immediately deal with. You will be tempted to 
keep picking every one you spy as you get a bid 
giddy with each discovery.  Two boxes is about 
as much as two people working together can 
process in a small kitchen. 

Be creative when you don’t have all the gizmos 
for canning. You basically need to have 8 or so 
clean half pint jam jars, or whatever size you 
want, but a single batch will make 4 pints or so. 
Don’t double recipe. You need to use new lids 
for each batch. Place jars in a 200 degree oven 
to keep warm. Never put hot jam into a cold jar.

Remove skin and pits and slice peaches until 
you have 8 cups of fruit. (If the skin doesn’t 
come off easily, you can parboil them to remove 
skin, OR you can keep the skin on. This will add 
color and make tasty bits of flavor.)

Mix together with 6 cups of sugar. The Ratio 
is 3/4 cups sugar to 1 cup of sugar.  6 cups of 
peaches to 3 cups of sugar, if you don’t have a 

big enough pot. Use your heaviest and biggest 
non-reactive pot and use a wooden spoon to 
stir

Add to the mixture:
Freshly grated zest from one large 
lemon
A generous amount of freshly grated 
ginger
One teaspoon, at least, of powdered 
clove
One teaspoon of cinnamon
A tablespoon or so of finely chopped 
habañero
You can be creative and daring with what 
you add, just remember that most flavors will 
intensify during the process

Stir occasionally and more frequently when 
it starts really boiling and getting thick. Test a 
little drop on a cold place to see how thick it 
is getting. Don’t let it burn. Spoon into warm 
jars, leaving a 1/4 inch head space, wipe jar rims, 
place lids without over-tightening them.

Place in a deep enough pot filled with 
enough hot water to cover jars. A jar-lifter is 
very instrumental. Tongs are a slightly more 
challenging tool, but will work with caution. 
Bring to a boil and let boil for 15 minutes. 
Remove from water, set on a dry tea towel, just 
because it looks great, and let cool. Tighten lids 
when cool. Somewhere in the cooling process 
you will hear a satisfying pop. This means the jars 
are sealed.  Marvel at the jewel like beauty of 
your creation!
Enjoy! 

Author: Cecily Gourley

COOKING UTOPIA

I first became a vegetarian in the first grade. I am pretty sure I did so 
only because I had a crush on a boy at school whose parents were life-
long vegetarians. The crush didn’t last - this is the boy who eventually 
managed to lock himself in his school locker and wouldn’t give anyone 
the combination to let him out because he accused them of wanting to 
steal his stuff (admittedly, I have made better romantic decisions in my life). 
However, being a vegetarian has been a central part of my identity for the 
better part of the last 20 years.

The Enchanted Broccoli Forrest is my favorite vegetarian cookbook. It is 
a hand-lettered, pen-and-ink illustrated sequel to the Moosewood 
Cookbook  by Mollie Katzen. These are recipes that celebrate the bounty 
and abundance and fullness of vegetarianism, rather than emphasizing the 
void, the lack.  The cookbook gestures back to tofu-carob cheesecake, 
crunchy-granola-hippy kind of vegetarians of my childhood. It reminds me 
of a time before I was aware of the value-laden fads of ‘plant-based’ eating, 
before glossy Instagrams and lifestyle bloggers implied that if you weren’t 
eating ‘clean’ foods you were somehow dirty, before you had to be a 
vegetarian to stop climate change. This cookbook reminds me of eating 
short grain brown rice and unseasoned vegetables with tofu cubes and 
chunks of Tillamook cheddar cheese on the couch with my mom as we 
watched The O.C. because it was the early 2000s and times were simpler 
then. 

Vegetarian Utopia
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COOKING UTOPIA

Enchanted Broccoli Forest 

1 lb. bunch broccoli

1 Tbs. butter or canola oil 
(plus a little for the pan)

1 cup chopped onion

3/4 tsp. salt

1 large clove garlic, minced

2 Tbs. fresh lemon juice

About 6 cups cooked rice

Freshly ground black pepper 

Cayenne to taste 

2 Tbs. minced fresh dill (2 
tsp. dried)

3 Tbs. minced fresh mint (3 
tsp. dried) 

1/4 cup minced fresh parsley

1/2 cup toasted sunflower 
seeds (optional)

1 packed cup grated cheddar 
or Swiss (about 1/4 lb 
cheese) - optional

A little melted butter for 
the top - optional 

Broccoli trees planted in an herbed rice pilaf. I made this up one autumn day when two artist friends came 
to dinner. 

PRELIMINARY: cook 2 cups of brown or white rice in 3 cups of boiling 
water until tender. This will take 15 to 20 minutes for white, and 35-45 
minutes for brown. Fluff the cooked rice with a fork and set aside.

1) Trim the tough bottoms from the broccoli stalks, and cut the tops into 
smallish spears of whatever size suits you. Cook them in a steamer over 
boiling water until bright green and just barely tender. Rinse under cold 
running water, drain well, and set aside. 

2) Preheat oven to 325ºF.  Lightly grease a 9 x 13- inch baking pan. 

3) Melt the butter or heat the oil in a large, deep skillet or a Dutch 
oven. Add the onion and salt, and sauté over medium heat for about 5 
minutes or until the onion begins to soften. Add the garlic and lemon 
juice, and sauté for about 2 minutes longer. Stir in the rice, some black 
pepper and cayenne to taste, the herbs, and the optional sunflower 
seeds and/or cheese. Taste to correct salt, if necessary, and spread into 
the prepared pan. 

4) Now for the fun part. Arrange the broccoli upright in the rice, and if 
desired, drizzle with melted butter. Cover loosely with foil, and bake until 
just heated through (15 to 20 minutes). Serve right away.  

Enchanted Broccoli Forest 1982
Author: Mollie Katzen
Serves 4-6

COOKING UTOPIA

Carob Fudge Torte 

(For the cake)
A little butter or oil for the 
pans 

½ cup butter (1 stick), 
softened

¾ cup light colored honey

2 eggs
 
½ cup carob powder

½ cup hot water or coffee
 
2 cups unbleached white 
flour 

1 tsp baking soda

½ tsp. salt

1 cup firm yogurt
 
1 ½ tsp vanilla extract 

(For the orange cream 
cheese frosting)
8 oz. (1 cup) softened cream 
cheese 

1 tsp vanilla extract 

½ tsp grated orange rind 

3 to 4 Tbsp honey (to taste)

Extra carob powder

…very moist and loveable 

(For the cake)
Preheat oven to 350ºF Grease 2 8-inch cake pans. 

Place the butter and honey in large mixing bowl. Cream together, using 
an electric mixer at high speed, for 3 minutes.
 
Add the eggs one at a time, beating well after each. 

Combine the carob powder and hot water or coffee in a small bowl. 
Mix until it becomes a smooth pate, then beat this into the butter 
mixture until uniformly blended. 

Sift together the dry ingredients into a separate medium sized bowl. Stir 
this mixture into the carob-butter mixture alternately with the yogurt 
(flour | yogurt | flour | yogurt | flour). With each addition, mix just 
enough to combine (overmixing will toughen the cake’s texture). Stir in 
vanilla. 

Divide the batter evenly between the cake pans. Bake for 20 to 30 
minutes, or until a toothpick inserted into the center comes out clean.

Cool in the pan for 10 minutes then remove by rapping the pans sharply 
and inverting the cakes onto dinner plates. Cool thoroughly 

(For the frosting)
Combine everything except carob powder in a small mixing bowl. Beat 
until fluffy and smooth. 

Spread half the filling on one cake layer. Place the other layer on top
Spread  the remaining filling on top of the second layer.

Sift a small amount of carob powder over the top for a nicely finished 
surface. If the weather is hot, chill before serving.

Enchanted Broccoli Forest 1982
Author: Mollie Katzen
Yield: a big layered cake (enough to serve 10 to 12) 
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COOKING UTOPIA

The Beauty of Beans

COOKING UTOPIA

Rancho Gordo’s Basic Beans
There is no one single method of cooking beans. At its most basic, you want to 
simmer the pot until the beans are soft. Soaking can speed up the process and 
vegetables or stock will make them more flavorful. It’s really that simple. There’s all 
kinds of fine tuning and variables, but basically, this is it. 
Normally on a bean cooking day (which frankly is everyday at Rancho Gordo), I put 
the beans to soak in the morning, after rinsing in lots of cool water and checking for 
small debris. I cover the beans by about an inch or so. If you haven’t soaked, don’t 
fret. Go ahead and cook them, knowing it will take a bit longer. 
Heirloom and heritage varieties don’t need a lot of fussing if they are used fresh, 
which I’d define as within two years. You can use a ham bone, chicken stock or as 
I prefer, simply a few savory vegetables. A classic mirepoix is a mix of onion, celery 
and carrot diced fine and sautéed in some kind of fat, often olive oil. A crushed 
clove of garlic doesn’t hurt. If I’m cooking Mexican or Southwestern, I will sauté just 
onion and garlic in mild bacon drippings or even freshly rendered lard. 
Add the beans and their soaking water to a large pot. You have been told before to 
change the water and rinse the beans. The thinking now is that vitamins and flavor 
can leech out of the beans into the soaking water you are throwing down the sink. 
There is conflicting scientific evidence that changing the water cuts down on the 
gas. If you want to, do it. If it seems unnecessary, don’t. 
If you’ve soaked them, the beans will have expanded, so make sure they are still 
covered by at least an inch, maybe a bit more. Add the sautéed vegetables and 
give a good stir. Raise your heat to medium high and bring to a hard boil. Keep the 
beans at a boil for about ten to fifteen minutes. After so many years, I think this is 
the moment that really matters. You have to give them a good hard boil to let them 
know you’re the boss and then reduce them to a gentle simmer, before covering. 
I like to see how low I can go and still get the occasional simmering bubble. Open 
and close the lid, or keep it ajar to help control the heat and allow evaporation. The 
bean broth will be superior if it’s had a chance to breathe and evaporate a little. 
When the beans are almost ready, the aroma will be heady. They won’t smell so 
much like the vegetables you’ve cooked but the beans themselves. At this point, I’d 
go ahead and salt them. Go easy as it takes awhile for the beans to absorb the salt. 
If you want to add tomatoes or acids like lime or vinegar, wait until the beans are 
cooked through.
If the bean water starts to get low, always add hot water from a tea kettle. Many 
believe that cold water added to cooking beans will harden them. At the very least, 
it will make the cooking take that much longer to bring them back to a simmer. We 
don’t recommend using hot tap water, straight from a water heater. Better to heat 
the tap water in a tea kettle or pan first. 
So you’re done! Once you’ve mastered this method, go ahead and try some 
different techniques. Your bean friends will swear by this or that method and you 
should take their advice, keeping in mind there are few absolutes when it comes to 
cooking beans, only that it’s very hard work to mess up a pot of beans.

After 20 years of vegetarianism, I am no stranger to beans. However, I 
have recently become somewhat of an obsessive collector of heirloom 
beans. Heirloom beans are those that have been grown from seeds 
that have been handed down through generations and preserved for 
distinctive traits like appearance or taste. There is something so intriguing 
and compelling and mesmerizing about beans. They are rich with stories 
in a way few other foods are. I assume it is a similar impulse as those 
who like collecting very cool rocks, except with beans you then you get 
to make delicious and nourishing things to eat with your collection. 
I was recently stopped and pulled aside while going through airport 
security with 7 pounds of beans from my friend’s grandmother’s North 
Carolina farm in my carry-on. The TSA officer asked “Ma’am, what are 
these?” I replied, “Oh, well those are just my beans, of course.”
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Aduki (Azuki; Adzuki) Beans: 
Small (1/4 inch) ovals with a deep red-brown color and a 
white line. Nutty, delicious, and quick-cooking. Thousands of 
years old (from China and Japan)

Black Beans: 
Medium-sized; black with a white stripe. Deep, earthy flavor 
- very pretty when cooked. Originally from Latin America 
(Central and South) and the Caribbean. Easy to find in all 
kinds of stores. 

Black-Eyed Peas
Available fresh, dried, canned, or frozen. Relatively quick-
cooking. Medium-sized; cream-colored with a dark blotch. 
Related to the mung bean - originally from Asia. Introduced 
to this continent with the African slave trade, and has 
become closely associated with the cooking of the American 
South. Black-eyed peas have a vegetable like, slightly bitter 
flavor. 

Chestnut Beans (an heirloom variety): 
Very large, plump, shiny, and dark reddish-brown when 
cooked, these beans are absolutely delicious and delightful to 
ear (my own personal favorite) 

Fava Beans (aka Cow Beans or Ful):
Large and tan; easy to grow in cool or temperate climates. 
These beans are creamy and good-flavored. They taste 
especially good fresh. Prevalent in Middle Eastern, Egyptian, 
Italian, Spanish and Portuguese cooking.
 
Garbanzo Beans (Chickpeas or Cece)
Medium-small and round with a little beak. Nutty, rich flavor. 
Ancient origins (dating back at least to Mesopotamia 5000 
B.C.); traveled to India via the Mediterranean. Very common 
and easy to find both canned and dried.

Kidney Beans (including small Red Beans and 
Cannellini)
First cultivated in Mexico thousands of years ago. The white 
version is called cannellini (popular in Europe). All kidney 
beans have a rich flavor, meaty and slightly sweet. Very 
satisfying-tasting. Common and easy to find both canned and 
dried.

Lentils (red, green, brown, French)
Dating back to pre-Biblical times, with origins unknown. 
Extremely popular and basic in India and the Middle East. 
Economical and nutritious (containing iron, in addition to 
protein and fiber). Great for soups and salads. Quick cooking 
(pre-soaking unnecessary). 

Lima Beans (including Baby Limas or Butter 
Beans and Christmas Limas):
Native to Peru, the spread all through the Americas and 
were later introduced to the African continent. Baby limas 
are buttery and tender. Christmas limas, an heirloom variety, 

are larger with their fun shape, and rich, meaty flavor. They 
feel good in the mouth.

Mung Beans: 
Originally from India, these small, dark beans are commonly 
used in Indian cuisine to make a purée called moong dal. 
They are also famous as the beans in bean sprouts and bean 
thread noodles.

Peas, dried (whole and split; green and yellow):
Dried peas are easy to cook and have a deep, earthy flavor. 
They originated thousands of years ago in Egypt, then 
traveled through the Mediterranean and onward to Asia 
(most notable India) and Europe. Dried peas become mushy 
when cooked and are most famous in the form of a thick, 
comforting soup.

Pink Beans (an heirloom variety):
Very similar to pintos and small red beans. 

Pinto Beans (including the new hybrids 
Rattlesnake and Appaloosa Beans):
Pintos are closely related to kidney beans, although they are 
slightly smaller and tan instead of red. They have a down-to-
earth flavor and are most famous for their role as refritos 
(refried beans) in Mexican cooking. Rattlesnake beans are 
very similar to regular pintos. Appaloosa beans are larger and 
thinner  - a little more elegant. 

Runner Beans (Scarlet, White, Black):
Large and beautiful with a distinctive flavor, runner beans 
were originally cultivated in the Americas for ornamental 
uses. Easy to grow, but not that easy to find commercially.

Soybeans:
Did you know that there are over a thousand varieties of 
soybeans in existence, and that they come in various colors 
as well? Soybeans were originally grown in China thousands 
of years ago. Nowadays, most of the world’s soybean crop is 
grown in the Western Hemisphere where it is used largely to 
feed livestock and for export. Yet plain cooked soybeans are 
nutty, crunchy, and make good food for humans, too. 

White bean family (including Navy, Pea, Great 
Northern, Flageolet, Anasazi, Calypso):
These all hail from the Western Hemisphere and were 
“discovered” by European explorers who sent the seeds 
back home. White beans have a slightly bitter flavor. The 
smaller ones (navy and pea beans) are round and very 
pretty when cooked. White beans are the perfect choice 
for traditional bean type casseroles and also go very well in 
soups and salads. 

COOKING UTOPIA

Georgia O’keefe modeled just about everything I wish I could be. I get 
lost in dreaming about her art and words. Surrounded in nature, art, food 
and loved ones, O’Keefe’s life at her home at Abiquiu in New Mexico is a 
vision of utopia I turn to frequently. 

The recipes that follow are from my most cherished cookbook. It is 
called A Painter’s Kitchen: Recipes from the Kitchen of Georgia O’Keeffe 
written by Margaret Wood who held a job I am so jealous of I can 
barely handle. In her introduction to the book, Wood writes: “When I 
began working as a companion for Georgia O’Keeffe,my responsibilities 
included cooking many of her meals. Simple food was what she 
preferred, with fresh and pure ingredients. For this cookbook I have 
reconstructed, to the best of my recollection, many dishes that I often 
prepared for Miss O’Keeffe. Some recipes were developed by Miss 
O’Keeffe herself; all were adapted to her taste through her suggestions. 
Many dishes were contributions from those who worked in the O’Keeffe 
household. Some were influenced by Adelle Davis, Lelord Kordel, or 
other health food proponents of the fifties. A few are traditional foods of 
northern New Mexico. Within many sections, the recipes are organized 
according to seasonal availability of specific garden produce. These 
recipes are presented in the spirit of fresh flavor and good health to all 
who try them.”

I’ve Only Ever Wanted to be Just Like Georgia O’Keeffe

TO CREATE ONE’S WORLD IN ANY OF THE 
ARTS TAKES COURAGE.

-georgia o’keeffe
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COOKING UTOPIA

Classic Summer Salad

Salads were a consistent part of the “noon meal” (as Miss O’Keeffe called it) and supper menus. They were 
valued for their fresh flavors and their wholesome, unspoiled nutrients. A few varieties of lettuce were grown 
in the garden, generally supplying the household from late May until September. Miss O’Keeffe insisted that 
these greens be picked carefully, then washed and patted dry so that the dressing would adhere thoroughly 
to the lettuce. The herbs, too, were snipped with care, then prepared similarly. Miss O’Keeffe preferred a 
substantial amount of a variety of herbs in the salad dressing, as she savored their fresh taste. The herb patch 
in the garden, although rather small and somewhat overgrown, was quite hardy. Miss O’Keeffe acquainted 
me with wiry tarragon, feathery dill, stalky lovage, bushy green and purple basil, and other herbs. A number 
of recipes included herbs, as Miss O’Keeffe was fond of their flavors and considered them to have many 
beneficial properties.

Two or three varieties of 
lettuce (bibb, butter, red-leaf, 
green-leaf)

Several leaves of sorrel 
(optional)

Herb Salad Dressing:
2 tsp, herbs: lovage, tarragon, 
Jill,
basil, parsley

2 Tbs. olive oil

2 Tbs. safflower oil, or other
high-quality vegetable oil

1 tsp. lemon juice, or more to 
taste

1/4 tsp. whole seed mustard

2 cloves garlic

Herb salt, to taste

Freshly ground black pepper, to 
taste

Pinch of sugar (optional)

Chives, as garnish

Wash, then pat or spin dry, two or three varieties of lettuce and the 
sorrel, enough for the preferred number of servings. 

Tear the lettuce and sorrel by hand into manageable bite-sized pieces. 

Add the following Herb Salad Dressing:

Wash the herbs and pat them dry. Then chop all herbs medium fine, 
except the chives. Blend the olive and safflower oils with a fork; add the 
lemon juice and mustard. Squeeze one medium garlic clove through a 
garlic press and add it to the liquid. Then add the chopped herbs to the 
dressing. Add herb salt and freshly ground pepper to taste. Add a pinch 
of sugar if the mixture is too sour. Allow this dressing to stand for an 
hour, if possible, so that the herb and garlic flavors can permeate the 
dressing. This quantity will dress a salad for 4-6 people.

Before serving the salad, rub a wooden salad bowl with a garlic clove 
split in half. Add the lettuce to the bowl. Pour the dressing over the 
lettuce and toss the salad. Chop the chives into 1/4-inchpieces and 
sprinkle them on top.

A painter’s kitchen: recipes from the kitchen of Georgia O’Keeffe (1991)
Author: Margaret Wood

COOKING UTOPIA

Herb-Stuffed Eggs

Miss O’Keeffe frequently bought her eggs from an elderly woman who raised chickens near the El Rito road. 
The two women had known each other for many years. When the O’Keeffe household was out of eggs, the 
painter would call her neighbor and ask for eggs in simple, careful Spanish. When we went to pick them up, 
the woman meticulously washed each one and gently placed it in a container, while telling the most recent 
story about her family, or her chickens and her dogs, in a colorful mixture of Spanish and English.

6 fresh eggs

1 tsp. mustard

3 Tbs. yogurt

Herb salt, to taste

Several leaves of tarragon, 
basil, sage,
dill, chives, marjoram, 
lavage, or any
other preferred herbs

Curry powder, or any other
preferred spices

Boil the eggs for 12-15 minutes. Place them in cold water to cool for 
about 10 minutes, then carefully peel off the shells. Slice each egg in half. 
Remove the solid yolks and place them in a mixing bowl. Then mix in the 
mustard and yogurt. Mash these ingredients with a fork until the mixture 
is creamy and without lumps. Add herb salt to taste.

Select any number of herbs desired. Chop the herbs finely, keeping each 
one separate. For every egg (2 halves), separate about 1 tablespoon of 
yolk mixture into a smaller bowl. Mix in at least 1/4-1/2teaspoon of the 
desired herb per egg. When using dried herbs, curry, or other spices, use 
smaller amounts (1/8 teaspoon or less). Fill each egg half with a slightly 
heaping herb/spice-and-egg yolk mixture. Repeat this process with the 
next herb or spice of your choice. This recipe is best when prepared 
to individual tastes. Feel free to experiment with a variety and quantity 
of herbs and spices. These eggs are rather unusual as they contain a 
surprising array of flavors.

A painter’s kitchen: recipes from the kitchen of Georgia O’Keeffe (1991)
Author: Margaret Wood
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COOKING UTOPIA

Beet and Green Bean Salad

I do not know the origin of this recipe; however, it could be related to one of the cookbooks stuffed into 
the Abiquiu kitchen bookshelf. I remember The Fanny Farmer Boston Cooking School Cookbook, The Joy 
of Cooking, Let’s Eat Right to Stay Fit, Let’s Cook It Right, Cook Right, Live Longer, and several others. But 
perhaps the most valuable book was a red loose-leaf notebook containing Miss O’Keeffe’s favorite recipes. 
This was affectionately referred to as “Mary’s Book,” named after a previous staff member who had compiled 
it. That notebook was continually consulted and revised to include new recipes or to improve on older ones.
When her eyes had been stronger. Miss O’Keeffe had the habit of reading cookbooks before she went to 
bed. She remarked that they were enjoyable nighttime company, providing brief and pleasant reading.
In her nineties, she still enjoyed listening to recipes and adjusting them to her own taste. As she had collected 
a number of healthy and flavorful recipes, she would occasionally laugh and comment, “We should write a 
cookbook.”

5~6 medium sized beets 

1/4 lb, green beans, or 
combination green, purple, 
and yellow beans 

Herb Salad Dressing

Cut the beets into halves or quarters. Then cook them in boiling water 
until they are tender. Let the beets cool, then peel them. Cut 3/8 inch 
thick. Snap or cut the ends off the green beans, then snap or cut them 
into1-inch pieces. Remove any tough, fibrous “strings.” Boil the beans 
for 6-8 minutes, or until tender, then drain and put in a bowl. While the 
vegetables are still slightly warm, add the Herb Salad Dressing. Let the 
salad stand at room temperature or chill it for at least 1 hour.

Note: This is a very refreshing mid-summer salad. It is also very pretty 
as the beets will tint the salad. This salad is good to prepare ahead of 
time; make extra as it keeps well. It can be served in a menu of Baked 
Chicken with Lemon, baked potatoes, and Vanilla Ice Cream with fresh 
raspberries.

A painter’s kitchen: recipes from the kitchen of Georgia O’Keeffe (1991)
Author: Margaret Wood

COOKING UTOPIA

Tomato Soup with Lovage

Lovage was Miss O’Keeffe’s favorite herb. The plant is a tall, hardy perennial that is easy to grow in most areas 
of the United States. The leaves look somewhat like celery, but have a stronger taste. Lovage adds delightful 
flavor to salads, soups, and meat dishes. Lovage is not a well-known herb in the Southwest. It is native to the
Mediterranean area and was used by the Greeks and Romans as a medicine. In Europe during the Middle 
Ages, it was used as a treatment for a variety of illnesses. Some European women developed the custom of 
wearing lovage around their necks when meeting their lovers, and lovage was often added to love potions. 
More recently, lovage has been used to treat stomach disorders, jaundice, and urinary problems. From mid- 
to late summer, this herb was gathered, tied together in bunches, and hung from the vigas to dry for winter 
use. Several large jars of dried lovage added to the array of dried herbs on the pantry shelves.

2 cups fresh tomato sauce

3 lbs, tomatoes, or I can 
tomato soup

2 tsp, butter

2 tsp, unbleached flour

1 cup water, milk, or cream

Sugar, to taste

Herb salt, to taste

2 or 3 sprigs of lovage with a 
few leaves of each sprig

Scald the tomatoes for 1 minute in boiling water, then remove the skins. 
Cut the tomatoes in quarters and remove the stems, cores, and seeds. 
Simmer on low heat in a saucepan until the tomatoes are soft. Then 
push them through a fine sieve or food mill. Set the resulting sauce aside.
Melt the butter in the saucepan. Add the flour and stir to combine into 
a roux. When the flour and butter are sizzling, add the tomato sauce 
slowly and stir continuously to keep the mixture smooth. Add water, 
milk, or cream until the puree is the consistency of heavy cream. The 
addition of a little sugar will cut down on the acidity of the tomatoes. 
Then add herb salt to taste. (If commercially canned soup is used, 
prepare the soup according to directions on the can, using either water 
or milk.) Add the lovage sprigs. Heat the soup slowly. 

The lovage will impart its flavor to the soup and transform it into 
something “quite special,” as Miss O’Keeffe would say. Serve the soup 
with a lovage sprig in each bowl. The leaves can be eaten, but they are 
rather strong. 

This serves 2 or 3. 

A painter’s kitchen: recipes from the kitchen of Georgia O’Keeffe (1991)
Author: Margaret Wood
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 Eating Together:
Soup Sunday

Hey Gang,
What are you doing on Sunday night? Are you looking for creative, 
new excuses to shove hot liquid down your throat? If you answered 
yes to either of those questions, I’ve got just the thing for you!
SOUP SUNDAY
That’s right boos and ghouls, SOUP SUNDAY will take the “brr” 
out of October and leave you stewing for more! 
“MORE SOUP!” You’ll shout, with a bloated belly of broth. 
“GIVE US MORE SOUP, GOD DAMNIT!” You’ll yell, forming a 
noisy rabble at the kitchen door. 
It’s just that good.
Slurp on over to Annie and Kristin’s place on Sunday evening at 6 
PM (or later)! 

At least one flooring flavor of soup will be provided. Contact me 
for more steamy details about what you can bring along!

Spoon ya later, pals!

COOKING UTOPIA

Leek and Potato Soup

After a pleasant supper of soup and salads or vegetables, we would often listen to music on the high-quality 
stereo system in the “sitting room” or studio. Miss O’Keeffe had wide ranging musical taste. She enjoyed 
Gregorian chants and the early music of Monteverdi and Gesualdo. She collected music of Bach, Beethoven, 
and Schubert, as well as Aaron Copland and Edgar Varese. She spoke fondly of the winter when she and 
a friend had listened to all the Beethoven sonatas. Wanda Landowska and Arthur Schnabel were two 
performers she enjoyed. She also admired Bach’s cello suites performed by Pablo Casals, remarking one 
evening that he was certainly having a great time playing.

4 large leeks

2 stalks celery

4 Tbs, butter

5-6 potatoes with a fine 
consistency

2-3 cups cream, or a mixture 
of milk and cream

Herb salt, to taste

Freshly ground pepper

1-2 Tbs, butter for added 
richness (optional)

Parsley, as garnish

Clean the leeks and chop them roughly. Peel off any tough strands from 
the celery and chop it as well. Sauté the leeks and celery in the butter 
in a 2-quart saucepan. When they are tender, remove the pan from the 
heat. Clean and peel the potatoes and cut them into chunks. Put them in 
the saucepan with the leeks and celery. Cover the vegetables with water, 
bring to a boil, and cook until tender. Transfer to a fine sieve and, using 
a pestle, push the potatoes, leeks, celery, and cooking water through the 
mesh into a large mixing bowl. Then transfer the thick puree back to the 
saucepan. Add cream until the liquid is the consistency of heavy cream. 
Sprinkle in herb salt and freshly ground pepper to taste. 

Serves 6-8. 

One or 2 tablespoons of butter can be added for extra richness. Garnish 
with finely chopped parsley.

A painter’s kitchen: recipes from the kitchen of Georgia O’Keeffe (1991)
Author: Margaret Wood

When I lived in Chicago, Soup Sunday was a tradition in my friend group 
maintained as way to force ourselves to enjoy each others’ company 
during the months where the thought of leaving your house for any reason 
becomes unbearable. Soup Sunday was only ever minimally about the soup. 
It was about the friendships, the conversations, the desperate search to 
find anything worth leaving the house in the middle of Chicago winter for. 
I honestly couldn’t really tell you what we ate or drank at any particular 
gathering, but I can recall countless conversations, jokes, dance parties, and 
sweet moments with my second family. 

I recently described my utopia (to my therapist, yay for therapy everyone!) 
as follows: “If I could just to nourish and feed other people I love every day 
for the rest of my life“ and I realized I was basically saying I wish every day 
could be soup Sunday (minus the it being so cold you want to scream part). 
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Aspirational Recipes 

I have about 10 different running lists of foods I want to cook for or 
with people in varoius circumstances. I am constantly setting the table 
for imagined futures. For example, I spend half of the year bookmarking 
sweet treats to attend to with my family when I go home for the 
holidays. It doesn’t matter that I know we will make, at most, one or two 
of the dozens I have saved because once we are together the acutal 
food takes the backseat. I know that, instead, we will continue to make 
the same three family recipes we make over and over again every single 
year. But, from thousands of miles away, filing away those recipes soothes 
me with the promise of future togetherness. In the winter, I compile 
lists of recipes with the power to remind me, as I fall asleep with two 
sweaters on cradling a hot water bottle, that one day soon enough 
farmers market tomatoes and fun times on friends’ porches will return.  
Whether or not I ever make these saved recipes is entirely beyond the 
point. By flagging them for later, I am making a promise to the future. . 

 The following recipe in particular evokes this kind of asprirational recipe 
saving because it involves persimmons - probably the most utopic peice 
of produce of them all.  I save this recipe knowing that there is such a 
small window in life when it would be possible to recreate. But it is a 
reminder that someday, I will return to the land of persimmons.  The 
memory of a perfectly ripe persimmon can haunt you. The fear that you 
may never know such elusive perfection again is coupled with a feverish 
dream that one day you might find it again.  You know this, especially if 
you’ve ever experienced the profoundly dystopic experience of eating 
an unripe persimmon.

COOKING UTOPIA

Hachiya Persimmon Gingerbread

I have been perfecting this recipe since the dawn of the 2018 persimmon season. The hachiya persimmon 
fascinates me, with its absolute refusal to be eaten a moment before it is perfectly ripe. Unlike the crunchy 
Fuyu persimmon, this variety that is the shape of a human heart, pointy at the bottom and a plump crested 
top. If you have bitten into one before it was squishy as a water balloon, you know the repercussions first 
hand, a cotton mouth to rival any stoner’s late-night afflictions. High levels of tannins only mellow once the 
fruit matures, rewarding patience with a flesh like sweet jelly, ideal for baking. This bread has the consistency 
and vibe of a carrot cake with a crispy crust, and can be modified to your liking – swap golden raisins for goji 
berries, or skip the nuts if you prefer. If you don’t have flax, try sesame seeds for the crust of the bread. It’s 
best eaten right out of the oven, but wrapped tightly in plastic wrap, it will last for 5 days, and shines with a 
slathering of ghee and dark brown sear in a cast iron pan.

¼ cup goji berries (sub golden 
raisins)

1 tbsp hot water

1 cup very ripe Hachiya 
persimmon pulp

½ cup coconut oil, melted

2 large eggs

½ cup plain yogurt

¼ cup brown sugar (or 
coconut sugar)

1 tsp grated ginger

1 cup whole wheat flour

1/3 cup all-purpose flour

1 tsp baking soda

1 tsp Kosher salt

½ cup toasted coconut flakes

½ cup walnuts, roughly 
chopped and lightly toasted

Preheat oven to 350°F.

Coat a loaf pan with coconut oil and scatter flax seeds inside, tapping 
the walls and the bottom of the pan to distribute the seeds evenly. Set 
aside.

In a small ramekin, pour 1 tablespoon hot water over the goji berries 
and set aside to rehydrate.

In a small mixing bowl, whisk yogurt, grated ginger, the hydrated goji 
berries and persimmon pulp together until well combined.  Don’t worry 
if it isn’t perfectly smooth, some chunks of persimmon are nice.

In a large mixing bowl, whisk together eggs and brown sugar until they 
are smooth and light in color. Add the melted coconut oil in a slow, 
steady stream, whisking all the time (in a process similar to making a 
mayonnaise). You should have a light, viscous mixture. Set aside.

In a third bowl, combine flours, toasted coconut flakes, toasted walnuts, 
baking soda, salt, and stir to combine.

Add the dry ingredients and the persimmon mixture to the egg/oil 
mixture. Fold to incorporate. Your batter should be thick consistency, 
similar to a muffin mix. Spoon into the loaf pan.

Bake for 50 minutes, until a cake tester or a knife comes out clean. Rest 
bread in tin for 5 minutes, then turn the bread upside down onto a 
cutting board and allow to cool before slicing.

Salad for President 
Author: Julia Sherman
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CHAPTER 2 
The Political

[Figs]

COOKING UTOPIA

...

The proper way to eat a fig, in society,
Is to split it in four, holding it by the stump,
And open it, so that it is a glittering, rosy, moist, honied, heavy-petalled four-petalled flower.
 
Then you throw away the skin
Which is just like a four-sepalled calyx,
After you have taken off the blossom, with your lips.
 
But the vulgar way
Is just to put your mouth to the crack, and take out the flesh in one bite.
 
Every fruit has its secret.
 
The fig is a very secretive fruit.
As you see it standing growing, you feel at once it is symbolic :
And it seems male.
But when you come to know it better, you agree with the Romans, it is female.
 
The Italians vulgarly say, it stands for the female part ; the fig-fruit :
The fissure, the yoni,
The wonderful moist conductivity towards the centre.
 
Involved,
Inturned,
The flowering all inward and womb-fibrilled ;
And but one orifice.
 
The fig, the horse-shoe, the squash-blossom.
Symbols. 
 
There was a flower that flowered inward, womb-ward ;
Now there is a fruit like a ripe womb.
 
It was always a secret.
That’s how it should be, the female should always be secret.
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 There never was any standing aloft and unfolded on a bough
Like other flowers, in a revelation of petals ;
Silver-pink peach, venetian green glass of medlars and sorb-apples,
Shallow wine-cups on short, bulging stems
Openly pledging heaven :
Here’s to the thorn in flower ! Here is to Utterance !
The brave, adventurous rosaceæ.
 
Folded upon itself, and secret unutterable,
And milky-sapped, sap that curdles milk and makes ricotta,
Sap that smells strange on your fingers, that even goats won’t taste it ;
Folded upon itself, enclosed like any Mohammedan woman,
Its nakedness all within-walls, its flowering forever unseen,
One small way of access only, and this close-curtained from the light ;
Fig, fruit of the female mystery, covert and inward,
Mediterranean fruit, with your covert nakedness,
Where everything happens invisible, flowering and fertilization, and fruiting
In the inwardness of your you, that eye will never see
Till it’s finished, and you’re over-ripe, and you burst to give up your ghost.
 
Till the drop of ripeness exudes,
And the year is over.
 
And then the fig has kept her secret long enough.
So it explodes, and you see through the fissure the scarlet.
And the fig is finished, the year is over.
 
That’s how the fig dies, showing her crimson through the purple slit
Like a wound, the exposure of her secret, on the open day.
Like a prostitute, the bursten fig, making a show of her secret.
 
That’s how women die too.
 
The year is fallen over-ripe,
The year of our women....

[Figs]

COOKING UTOPIA

The year of our women is fallen over-ripe.
The secret is laid bare.
And rottenness soon sets in.
The year of our women is fallen over-ripe.
 
When Eve once knew in her mind that she was naked
She quickly sewed fig-leaves, and sewed the same for the man.
She’d been naked all her days before,
But till then, till that apple of knowledge, she hadn’t had the fact on her mind.
 
She got the fact on her mind, and quickly sewed fig-leaves.
And women have been sewing ever since.
But now they stitch to adorn the bursten fig, not to cover it.
They have their nakedness more than ever on their mind,
And they won’t let us forget it.
 
Now, the secret
Becomes an affirmation through moist, scarlet lips
That laugh at the Lord’s indignation.
 
What then, good Lord! cry the women.
We have kept our secret long enough.
We are a ripe fig.
Let us burst into affirmation.
 
They forget, ripe figs won’t keep.
Ripe figs won’t keep.
 
Honey-white figs of the north, black figs with scarlet inside, of the south.
Ripe figs won’t keep, won’t keep in any clime.
What then, when women the world over have all bursten into affirmation ?
And bursten figs won’t keep ?

-D.H Lawrence

[Figs]
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Food & Social Change

“Food and drink can serve as both something real — we eat, we drink — but it is also an elegant extended 
metaphor about how we might create politics, especially emancipatory projects aimed at joining broader 
constituencies of community-minded people together.”

-Stefanie Fishel 

COOKING UTOPIA

Spiced Brown Sugar Pound Cake with Rum Molasses Glaze 

Nonstick baking spray (such 
as Baker’s Joy)

1 ½ cups (340 g) unsalted 
butter, at room temperature

2 cups [400 g] packed light 
brown sugar

¾ cup [150g] granulated 
sugar 

1 tsp kosher salt

5 large eggs 

3 cups [360 g] sifted all-
purpose flour
 
1 cup [120g] sour cream, at 
room temperature
 
1 Tbsp plus 1 tsp vanilla 
extract 

1 ½ tsp ground cinnamon

1 tsp ground nutmeg 

½ tsp ground ginger 

¼ tsp ground cloves 

1 cup [120 g] confectioners’ 
sugar

1 Tbsp molasses
 
2 Tbsp rum 

A pound cake nourishes your soul like none other. It is the type of therapy that restores you and prepares you for 
the battles of the resistance. In my family, we make pound cakes for celebrations and life’s most unsettling times. It 
is our way of coping and evoking comfort when our spirits most need it. This cake has so much warmth and sass, 
calm and intensity. The molasses glaze perfectly complements the hint of molasses in the brown sugar cake batter, 
and my favorite part is those notes of rum awaken your palette. When your soul needs food in the midst of the 
fight, this is the cake to make.

Preheat the oven to 325ºF [160º]. Spray a 10-cup [2.3 L] Bundt pan with 
nonstick baking spray. 

Place the butter, brown sugar, granulated sugar, and salt into the bowl of 
a stand mixer fitted with the whisk attachment and mix on high speed 
until light and fluffy, 5 minutes. 

Add the eggs, one at a time, and mix until well incorporated. Slow the 
mixer to its lowest speed and carefully add in the flour in intervals of 1 
cup [120 g]. add the sour cream and the 1 tbsp of vanilla. 

Mix in the cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, and cloves until just combined.

Pour the batter into the prepared pan and bake until a toothpick 
inserted into the center comes out moist but mostly clean. 65 to 75 
minutes. 

Cool the cake for 10 minutes then invert onto a cooling rack and cool 
to room temperature. 

In a small bowl whisk together the confectioners’ sugar, molasses, rum 
and the remaining 1 tsp of vanilla until smooth and pourable. Drizzle 
over the cake and serve.

Feed The Resistance 
Author: Jocelyn Delk Adams
Serves: 10

Food is inherently a site of struggle against multiple oppressions. There 
is simply no getting around the fact that our modern food system is 
built upon stolen Indigenous land, fueled by stolen slave labor, and is 
upheld by the pillars of capitalist white, modernist rationalism, and 
heteropatriarchy. However, as much as it is a site of struggle, it is also a 
locus of liberation. Food is one of the most powerful ways we care for 
each other, provide love and nourishment, and fuel social change. 

There is a reason the food world became so activated when Donald 
Trump was elected. The nation became alive with feminist bake sales, 
calls to volunteer to feed protests, safe spaces for vulnerable populations 
to gather together around food, and dinner parties used as a platform 
for politicization. It is out of this energy that Julia Turshen’s cookbook 
Feed The Resistance was published.Full of recipes to sustain social 
movements and provide comfort to counteract activist burnout, this 
book allows us to think deeper about the intersection between social 
movements and food.  

The revolution will not be funded, but it will have to be fed. 
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Decolonization as Utopia 

Recipes have a unique ability to expose us worldviews other than our 
own. Can recipes help shatter our subjectivity and produce can they 
produce the kind of care and empathy we are so sorely lacking? Can 
they remind us that with our hands we can literally build new healed 
worlds? 

The following recipes are from two books that speak to this power in 
multiple ways and have been transformative for my own understanding 
of food as a medium for decolonization. 

The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen by Sean Sherman is a cookbook 
which uses no European stables such as wheat, dairy, sugar, domestic 
pork or beef. Rather is pages are full of contemporary recipes using 
ingredients like lake trout, venison and rabbit, blueberries, sage, sumac, 
and wildflowers characteristic of modern Indigenous cuisine of the 
Dakota and Minnesota territories. 

Farming While Black by Leah Penniman uplifts the wisdom of the African 
diasporic farmers and food activists. Including practical stories about 
whole farm planning, soil fertility, seed selection, and agroecology, and 
lessons on using whole foods in culturally appropriate recipes, sharing 
stories of ancestors, and tools for healing from the trauma associated 
with slavery and economic exploitation on the land, the book demands 
readers reckon with the ways black communities in this country have 
always led the sustainable agriculture and food justice movements 
despite the fact that they have been so systematically marginalized and 
written out of contemporary food and farming discourse. 

 “Growing up among the White Mountain Apache and the Navajo…I 
had seen food as sacred, with philosophical connections to our entire 
way of life. None of this was known or acknowledged in a respectful 
way earlier in my cooking career. I realized that Native American people 
had been deliberately left out of the culinary history of North America, 
despite the fact that the rich agricultural and culinary foodways of 
modern American cuisine have been built on indigenous foodways… 

This book is about the joy if indigenous cooking. It reveals the delight in 
finding ingredients right outside our kitchen doors. In a world that has 
become overcomplicated and reliant on gizmos, and tricky methods, we 
are returning to simple preparation that enhance the bold, fresh flavors 
of our local foods. These recipes, inspired by methods handed down 
through the ages, generation after generation, are integral to our culture, 
and with all good recipes, the dishes will change from cook to cook.”

Why isn’t the original indigenous diet all the rage today? It’s hyperlocal, 
ultra-seasonal, uber-healthy: no processed foods, no sugar, no wheat (or 
gluten), no dairy, no high-cholesterol animal products. It’s naturally low 
glycemic, high protein, low salt, plant based with lots of grains, seeds and 
nuts. Most of all, it’s utterly delicious. It’s what so many diets strive to 
be but fall short for lack of context. This is a diet that connects us all to 
nature and to each other in the most direct and profound ways…”

From: The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen
by Sean Sherman
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Wild Rice Pilaf  With Wild Mushrooms, Roasted Chestnuts, & Dried Cranberries
Psín na Čhannákpa na Úma Čhenúpapi na Wathókeča T’ága

2 tablespoons sunflower or 
walnut oil

1 pound assorted 
mushrooms, cleaned

1 tablespoon chopped sage
 
½ cup chopped wild onions 
or shallots 

½ cup corn stock (see 
below), or vegetable stock

2 cups cooked wild rice

½ cup dried cranberries

1 cup roasted, peeled, 
chopped chestnuts*

1 tablespoon maple syrup to 
taste

½ to 1 teaspoon smoked salt 
to taste 

Wild rice is a flavorful and remarkably satisfying food. The mushrooms add a dark, meaty flavor and texture, 
while the chestnuts are creamy (and high in protein). This meatless dish will appeal to omnivore and 
vegetarian alike. Cooked wild rice will keep several weeks in the refrigerator and for at least a year when 
frozen in a plastic freezer bag.

In a large skillet, heat the oil over medium-high heat and add the 
mushrooms, sage and onion. Cook, stirring, until the mushrooms are 
nicely browned and the onion is soft, about 5 minutes. Stir in the stock, 
wild rice, and cranberries and cook until the liquid is nearly evaporated. 
Stir in the roasted chestnuts. Season with maple syrup and smoked salt 
to taste.

*To roast and peel chestnuts, use the sharp point of a knife to score an 
X on the flat side of a chestnut and place on a baking sheet. Roast in a 
350ºF oven until the skins begin to peel back. The length of roasting time 
will depend on the freshness and size of the chestnuts and range from 
about 10 to 25 minutes. Remove, and when cool enough to handle, peel.

For the Corn Stock (Wagmíza Hanpí)
Save the corncobs after you’ve enjoyed boiled or roasted corn on the 
cob or you’ve cut the kernels for use in a recipe. Put the corncobs into 
a pot and cover with water by about 1 inch. Bring to a boil and partially 
cover. Reduce the heat and simmer until the stock tastes ‘corny,’ about 
1 hour. Discard the cobs. Store the stock in a covered container in the 
refrigerator or freezer. 

The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen
Author: Sean Sherman

COOKING UTOPIA

Wild Rice-Crusted Walleye
Hogán

4 to 6 walleye or trout fillet, 
or butterflied fish

½ cup Wild Rice Flour, or 
finely ground cornmeal

pinch smoked salt

Pinch crushed juniper 
berries

¼ cup sunflower oil, or more 
as needed

The Red Lake Nation is an Ojibwe community in northern Minnesota, home of our ethnobotanist 
Tashia, who shares her knowledge with our team. In the late fall of 2015 we participated in an Indigenous 
Sustainable Food Summit focused on our region’s native varieties of corn, bean, and squash, and Red Lake’s 
wild rice, smoked fish, and game. We source all of our fish – they walleye, northerns, and whitefish – from 
the Red Lake Nation Fishery. The Red Lake community protects its beautiful and pristine waters by fishing 
sustainably. For an impressive presentation, butterfly the fish (so that it’s filleted but whole and served head 
on). Garnish with fresh cranberries, chopped apple, or berries lightly tossed into the pan, right before serving. 
This recipe works nicely with trout, too.

Rinse the fillets, remove any pin bones, and pat dry. Pour the wild rice 
flour onto a flat plate and stir in the smoked salt and juniper. Dredge 
both sides of the fillets in the seasoned flour to thoroughly coat. 

Heath the oil in a large skillet over a high flame. Without crowding the 
pan, fry one or two of the fillets in the oil for about 2 to 4 minutes per 
side until nicely crisped and cooked through. Drain on paper towels and 
serve immediately. 

The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen
Author: Sean Sherman
Serves: 4-6
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Hazelnut Maple Sorbet 
Úmana Čhanhánpi Tiktíča Čhahsníyan

Sumac Lemonade 
Čhanzí Sú Hanpí

Preheat the oven to 350ºF. Put the hazelnuts on a roasting pan and bake 
in the oven until they smell nutty and the skins crack, about 10 to 15 
minutes. Remove, place in a clean dish towel, and rub to remove some of 
the skins. 

Put the hazelnuts into a jar and cover with water. Soak for at least 2 
hours or overnight. Strain the hazelnuts. Rinse and put into a blender with 
2 cups of fresh water. Blend until smooth and creamy. Strain through a 
nut milk bag or cheesecloth until most of the liquid is removed. 

Pour the nut milk into a bowl and add the maple syrup and salt to taste. 
Transfer to an ice-cream maker or large baking dish and freeze. Temper 
slightly at room temperature before serving. 

3 cups hazelnuts 

4 cups water

½ cup maple syrup to taste 

Pinch salt to taste

Hazelnut milk is simple to make, but if you are short on time, feel free to use the organic packaged milk now 
available in many natural food coops and supermarkets. 

The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen
Author: Sean Sherman
Serves: 4-6

The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen
Author: Sean Sherman
Serves: 4-6

The staghorn sumac tree’s fat clusters of berries ripen around mid-
August into a burnished ruddy red. They make a pretty pink lemonade. 
To make sumac lemonade, pick a dozen red clusters. Rub and crunch 
them and add to a gallon of cold water. Allow them to steep for 10 to 20 
minutes. Strain the liquid through a fine mesh strainer or a colander lined 
with cheesecloth into a pitcher. Sweeten to taste with honey or maple 
syrup. 

COOKING UTOPIA

From: Farming While Black
by Leah Penniman

“In addition to mass incarceration, one of the most insidious and 
pervasive forms of state violence against our people is the flooding 
of our communities with foods that kill us. In fact, Black people are 
10 times more likely to die from poor diets than from all forms of 
physical violence combined. From the corner store, to the public 
school lunchroom, to the prisons, our federal government subsidizes 
the processed food that undermine the health and future of our 
community… In our black communities, nearly 40 percent of the 
children are overweight or obese, a higher percentage than for other 
ethnic groups. African Americans are also two times as likely to have 
diabetes as whites, and 29 percent more likely to die prematurely of 
all causes than Americans as a whole. And perhaps most insidious, in 
this wealthy country, one in three black children and one in four Latino 
children go to bed hungry at night… 

Traditional African diets are inherently healthy and sustainable, based in 
leafy greens, vegetables, fruits, tubers, and legumes. Communities that 
maintain our traditional diets have much lower rates of heart disease, 
high blood pressure, stroke, diabetes, cancer, asthma, glaucoma, kidney 
disease, low-birthweight babies, obesity and depression. When our 
ancestors, survivors of the Middle Passage, first reached plantation 
America, they attempted to continue their traditional diets, growing and 
preparing boiled yams, eddoes (or taros), okra, callaloo, and plantain, 
which they seasoned generously with cayenne pepper and salt. Under 
enslavement and colonization, their diets began to shift and their health 
began to deteriorate. … It is imperative that we decolonize our diets 
and reclaim African traditional foodways. Disease and early death are not 
part of our ancestral heritage. From the Black American South to the 
Caribbean, from South America to West Africa, there are commonalities 
in the traditional diet. We base our meals on leafy greens, vegetables, 
and tubers enlivened with ample herbs, spices, and sauces. We consume 
fresh fruits often and only make decadent desserts for special occasions. 
We use fish and meat in small quantity on celebration days. Dairy is rare 
in our cuisine, and when we do consume it, we first ferment the milk 
into yogurt or buttermilk. Most important. We cook and eat together. In 
Kroboland, Ghana, whenever a person is eating and someone passes by, 
the person says, ‘Ba eh no’ (come and eat). Our tables are healing tables, 
fellowship tables, and living history tables. “
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COOKING UTOPIA

Soup Joumou

1 pound (0.5kg) Kobacha squash 
or Caribbean pumpkin, peeled 
and chopped

Oil (canola, safflower, or 
sunflower)

4 cloves garlic, crushed 

1 celery stalk, chopped

1 large onion, chopped

2 potatoes, chopped

1/3 pound (0.25 kg) cabbage, 
chopped 

1 turnip, diced

2 carrots, chopped

2 leeks or scallions, chopped

1 can (12 ounces/360 ml) whole 
coconut milk

8 cups (2L) water

1 cup sweet corn, fresh or 
canned

1 tablespoon chopped parsley

1 whole Scotch bonnet pepper, 
or other spicy pepper

“Soup Joumou is the soup of Independence, the soup of remembrance, and the soup that celebrates the 
New Year. The soul warming dish commemorates January 1, 1804, the date of Haiti’s liberation from France. 
The soup was once a delicacy reserved for white enslavers but forbidden to the enslaved people who 
cooked it. After Independence, Haitians took to eating it to celebrate the world’s first and only successful 
revolution of enslaved people resulting in an independent nation. “

Coat the squash/pumpkin in oil and roast until golden brown and tender. 

Simultaneously, in a separate pan, roast the remaining vegetables (except 
the corn, parsley, and hot pepper) in oil and a bit of salt until golden and 
tender. 

Blend the cooked squash with the coconut milk in a blender or food 
processor, then add this to the water in a medium stockpot and bring to 
a low boil. 

Stir in the roasted vegetables and the corn, parsley, and hot pepper. Add 
spices to taste. Cook for 15 to 20 minutes to blend the flavors. 

If you are using pasta, add it when there are 10 remaining minutes of 
cook time. 

Note:  The squash and hot peppers are essential ingredients. All other 
ingredients can be replaced with similar vegetables that are locally 
available. 

Farming While Black
Author:  Leah Penniman
Serves: 6-8

1 tablespoon lime juice
 
2 whole cloves 

Salt

Pepper

Thyme 

Splash of sweetener (optional) 

8 ounces (226 g) pasta 
(optional) 

COOKING UTOPIA

The Surrealists & Their Recipes

The surrealists not only taught me that any serious motion toward freedom must begin in the mind, but 
they have also given us some of the most imaginative, expansive, and playful dreams of a new world I 
have ever known. Contrary to popular belief, surrealism is not an aesthetic doctrine but an international 
revolutionary movement concerned with the emancipation of thought.

-Robin d. G. Kelley

Cooking and art have a long and intimate relationship. Some of my all-
time favorite cookbooks are penned by visual artists and writers. The 
recipe is a medium that got woven into the cultural and political project 
of the Surrealists. From Man Ray to Salvador Dali to Alice B. Toklas (the 
brilliant home cook behind Gertrude Stein’s work), surrealists brought 
their sensibilities to recipes as emancipatory and liberating texts, allowing 
them the freedom to literally invent and transform worlds. 
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COOKING UTOPIA

Menu for a Dadaist Day

The Artists’ and Writers’ Cookbook (1961)
Author: Man Ray

Le Petit Dejeuner.

Take a wooden panel of an inch or less thickness, 16 to 20 inches in size. 
Gather the brightly colored wooden blocks left by children on the floors 
of playrooms and paste or screw them on the panel.

Déjeuner.

Take the olives and juice from one large jar of prepared green or 
black olives and throw them away. In the empty jar place several steel 
ball bearings. Fill the jar with machine oil to prevent rusting. With this 
delicacy serve a loaf of French bread, 30 inches in length, painted a pale 
blue.

Dîner.

Gather wooden darning eggs, one per person. If the variety without 
handles cannot be found, remove the handles. Pierce lengthwise so that 
skewers can be inserted in each darning egg. Lay the skewered eggs in 
an oblong or oval pan and cover with transparent cellophane.

COOKING UTOPIA

Hashish Fudge

1 tsp. black peppercorns

1 whole nutmeg

4 average sticks of cinnamon

1 teaspoon coriander

A handful each of stoned 
dates, dried figs, shelled 
almonds and peanuts

A bunch of Cannabis sativa

About a cup of sugar

A big pat of butter 

This is the food of paradise — of Baudelaire’s Artificial Paradises: it might provide an entertaining 
refreshment for a Ladies’ Bridge Club or a chapter meeting of the DAR. In Morocco it is thought to be good 
for warding off the common cold in damp winter weather and is, indeed, more effective if taken with large 
quantities of hot mint tea. Euphoria and brilliant storms of laughter ; ecstatic reveries and extensions of one’s 
personality on several simultaneous planes are to be complacently expected. Almost anything Saint Theresa 
did, you can do better if you can bear to be ravished by ‘un évanouissement reveillé‘.

Take 1 teaspoon black peppercorns, 1 whole nutmeg, 4 average sticks 
of cinnamon, 1 teaspoon coriander. These should all be pulverised in a 
mortar. About a handful each of stoned dates, dried figs, shelled almonds 
and peanuts: chop these and mix them together.  A bunch of Cannabis 
sativa can be pulverised. This along with the spices should be dusted 
over the mixed fruit and nuts, kneaded together. About a cup of sugar 
dissolved in a big pat of butter. Rolled into a cake and cut into pieces or 
made into balls about the size of a walnut, it should be eaten with care. 
Two pieces are quite sufficient.

Obtaining the Cannabis may present certain difficulties, but the variety 
known as Cannabis sativa grows as a common weed, often unrecognised, 
everywhere in Europe, Asia and parts of Africa; besides being cultivated 
as a crop for the manufacture of rope. In the Americas, while often 
discouraged, its cousin, called Cannabis indica, has been observed even in 
city window boxes. It should be picked and dried as soon as it has gone 
to seed and while the plant is still green.

The Alice B. Toklas Cookbook (1954)
Author: Alice B Toklas

BOOKS AND FOOD, 

FOOD AND BOOKS, 

BOTH EXCELLENT THINGS.
– gertrude stein
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Casanova Cocktail

The juice of 1 orange

1 tablespoon bitters 
(Campari)

1 teaspoon ginger

4 tablespoons brandy

2 tablespoons old brandy 
(Vielle Cure)

1 pinch Cayenne pepper

We would like to state clearly that, beginning with the very first recipes, Les Diners de Gala, with its precepts and 
its illustrations, is uniquely devoted to the pleasures of Taste. Don’t look for dietetic formulas here. We intend to 
ignore those charts and tables in which chemistry takes the place of gastronomy. If you are a disciple of one of 
those calorie-counters who turn the joys of eating into a form of punishment, close this book at once; it is too 
lively, too aggressive, and far too impertinent for you.

This is quite appropriate when circumstances such as exhaustion, 
overwork or simply excess of sobriety are calling for a pick-me-up.

Here is a well-tested recipe to fit the bill.

Let us stress another advantage of this particular pep-up concoction is 
that one doesn’t have to make the sour face that usually accompanies 
the absorption of a remedy.

At the bottom of a glass, combine pepper and ginger. Pour the bitters on 
top, then brandy and “Vielle Cure.” Refrigerate or even put in the freezer.

Thirty minutes later, remove from the freezer and stir the juice of the 
orange into the chilled glass.

Drink… and wait for the effect.

It is rather speedy.

Les Diners de Gala (1973)
Author: Salvador Dalí
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[An Ode to an Onion]

Onion,
luminous flask,
your beauty formed
petal by petal,
crystal scales expanded you
and in the secrecy of the dark earth
your belly grew round with dew.
Under the earth
the miracle
happened
and when your clumsy
green stem appeared,
and your leaves were born
like swords
in the garden,
the earth heaped up her power
showing your naked transparency,
and as the remote sea
in lifting the breasts of Aphrodite
duplicating the magnolia,
so did the earth
make you,
onion
clear as a planet
and destined
to shine,
constant constellation,
round rose of water,
upon
the table
of the poor.

You make us cry without hurting us.
I have praised everything that exists,
but to me, onion, you are
more beautiful than a bird
of dazzling feathers,
heavenly globe, platinum goblet,
unmoving dance
of the snowy anemone

and the fragrance of the earth lives
in your crystalline nature.

Cebolla, 
luminosa redoma, 
pétalo a pétalo 
se formó tu hermosura, 
escamas de crystal te acrecentaron 
y en el secreto de la tierra oscura 
se redondeó tu vientre de rocío. 
Bajo la tierra 
fue el milagro 
y cuando apareció 
tu torpe tallo verde, 
y nacieron 
tus hojas como espadas en el huerto, 
la tierra acumuló su poderío 
mostrando tu desnuda transparencia, 
y como en Afrodita el mar remoto 
duplicó la magnolia 
levantando sus senos, 
la tierra 
así te hizo, 
cebolla, 
clara como un planeta, 
y destinada ,
a relucir ,
constelación constante, 
redonda rosa de agua, 
sobre 
la mesa 
de las pobres gentes. 

Nos hiciste llorar sin afligirnos. 
Yo cuanto existe celebré, cebolla, 
pero para mi eres 
más hermosa que un ave 
de plumas cegadoras 
eres para mis ojos 
globo celeste, copa de platino, 
baile inmóvil 
de anémona nevada
y vive la fragancia de la tierra 
en tu naturaleza cristalina.

-Pablo Neruda

CHAPTER 3 
The Ecological
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Eating Nature
Radishes with  Butter & Salt

Foods can hold the story of their lands within them. I remember the first time I ever drank real Mezcál in Mexico 
City. I am not a very sprititual person, but in that moment, I felt as if, for just that moment, I got to touch the 
sacred. This spirit is so much more than a drink, and in it I could sense the land behind it, the ancient tradition 
imbued with meaning.

Certain experiences with food can have the same effect as a long hike in a forest. They can put you back into 
relation with the natural world. I love when the act of eating reminds me explicitly of plants and celebrate 
plantness, urging me to savor the taste of the earth, soil, and minerals, and to experience vegetal textures. This 
combination of raw vegetables and fat does that magnificently. In the Radishes you taste sharp, astringent, yet 
sweet, wet, and fresh earth. In the Butter you taste fat, farms and livestock. In the Salt you taste wild oceans 
and minerality. 

Adapted with my own edits from NYTimes

1 bunch radishes, well washed 
to remove any sand, but left 
whole with a few stems intact

4 tablespoons unsalted 
butter, waxy and cool but not 
cold, Kerrygold Irish butter 
recommended

1 tablespoon Maldon sea salt

Divide the radishes among small plates.

Neatly cut the butter into 4 small portions, and set on plates.

Pile a small amount of salt on each plate.

COOKING UTOPIA

Cooking and Eating Weeds

The essence of a dish of weeds, whether cooked or served as a salad, lies in employing a variety of different 
plants. There are exceptions, of course. For instance, the poppy plants are sometimes cooked alone, as are wild 
asparagus, and the coms of the tassel hyacinth and crocus cancellatus; and the Greeks cook the leaves and shoots 
of mallow. Malva rotundifolia, in spring to pacify the stomach and relieve it of winter ills. But the general approach, 
and the best one, is essentially that of Dirce at Castelpoggio. It is very similar to that of the goat in the hedge who 
nibbles at a plant here and a plant there. The goat knows what will do it good. We can no longer say this about 
man and woman. So we have to fall back on botanical studies. Paul Schauenberg’s Guide des Plantes Médicinales 
analyses the active principles of each plant and is well illustrated. A work of this kind is invaluable in indicating the 
method of drying plants and the preparation of infusions, and how the plants are used to mitigate common ills. 
But the real importance of weeds is that they help you to maintain good health. 

CICCORIA SELVATICA or RADICCHIO • wild chicory 
Cinchorium intybus • family asteraceae (formerly compositae) • xicoira (C) • radíkia (G) cicora, cicuredda (Sal) 

The ways of cooking weeks are simple; the trouble is in cleaning them. Gathering the chicory with a stub of 
root in autumn or in spring, you scrape the root stubs with a knife, pick off old or yellowing leaves, and plant 
by plant, throw them into a crock of rainwater. Change the water at least twice. Leave them in water until the 
next day. 

The simple way: Drain and rinse again the prepared chicory, and throw it into a cauldron of slightly salted 
boiling water. Cook for 20 minutes and strain. Serve hot with oil and lemon juice, the purest way. Or dress 
with olive oil and grated pecorino sardo. 

Another way: Clean and cook as above, strain and throw the chicory wet into a pan containing a little hot 
olive oil (or pure pork fat) with two cloves of peeled garlic and one hot chili pepper. Toss them in the oil or 
pork fat and serve, adding a few drops of wine vinegar. 

For feast days: In the Salento in autumn, chicory is served with collar of pork. The pork, rather fat, is boiled 
with bayleaves, then cut into robust chunks and put into the pan to render some fat. When slightly browned, 
the pork is set on a heated dish and the cicuredda already boiled is tossed in the fat and served on a 
separate dish with slices of lemon. 

Another way: A more refined dish emerges if you cut a slice of pancetta (salt belly of pork, fat, and lean) 
into neat small strips, brown them in a pan, then add the boiled chicory and toss it for a few minutes in the 
fat, then add a few drops of wine vinegar. 

These simple preparations apply to many weeds, when not destined for a salad. 

Honey from a Weed: Fasting and Feasting in Tuscany, Catalonia, The Cyclades and Apulia (1986)
Author:  Patience Gray
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Fermentation and Ecological Empathy

We don’t often think about how interconnected we are to the rest of 
the natural world. I often find myself craving the places in our everyday 
lives that can remind us. Food is one of the best places to turn for that. 
In particular, fermented foods can have powerful way of shaking us free 
of a view of the world only concerned with the human. Fermented 
foods are a manifestation of the magic of transformation, they are the 
product of the billions of critters, yeasts, and bacteria living all around us, 
doing us a sweet favor of making food ingestible, all while making them 
more nutritious, and delectable tasting at the same time.

Maya Hey, whose research combines fermentation and feminism 
writes, “fermentation challenges some of the longstanding beliefs about 
human power.  We may presume that humans ‘do’ the fermenting, but 
humans can only set up conditions that are favorable/hostile for certain 
microbes to thrive or suffer. In other words, human control is kind of 
a misnomer. Fermentation happens because of the multiple, ambient 
factors, not necessarily because of human motivations. If we think about 
fermentation this way, fermentation can teach us how to work with, 
instead of work on, living substances.”

Sandor Katz, a “queer, self-proclaimed fermentation revivalist” who lives 
in a queer intentional community in rural Tennessee has dedicated his 
life to evangelizing in the name of fermentation. His cookbooks, including 
Wild Fermentation and The Art of Fermentation are filled with science, 
philosophy, poetry, and politics in the form of krauts, kimchees, pickles, 
yogurts, etc. He writes:  “Fermentation is everywhere, always. It is an 
everyday miracle. The path of least resistance. Microscopic bacteria and 
fungi are in every breath we take and every bite we eat. Try as we may 
– and many do – to eradicate them with antibacterial soaps, antifungal 
creams, and antibiotic drugs, there is no escaping them.. I firmly believe 
that microbial warfare is not a sustainable practice, and that the war on 
bacteria is not a war we will win... we are symbiotic, inextricably wove, 
together, in a complex pattern far beyond our capacity to comprehend 
completely.”

COOKING UTOPIA

Sauerkraut 

The fermentation of cabbage into sauerkraut is not the work of a single microorganism. Sauerkraut, like 
most fermentations, involves a succession of several different organisms, not unlike the life of a forest, in 
which a series of different trees follow each other as the dominant species, each succeeding type altering 
the conditions to favor the next. The fermentation involves a broad community of bacteria, with a succession 
of different dominant players, determined by the increasing acidity. Do not be deterred by the biological 
complexity of the transformation. Sauerkraut is very easy to make. The sauerkraut method is also referred to 
as dry-salting, because typically no water is added and the juice under which the vegetables are submerged 
comes from the vegetables themselves. This is the simplest and most straight forward method, and results in 
the most concentrated vegetable flavor. 

Wild Fermentation (2003)
Author:  Sandor Katz
Makes 1 quart/1 liter  | Time frame: 3 days to 3 months (and beyond)

Vessel: 1-quart / 1-liter wide 
mouth jar, or larger jar or 
crock

2 pounds / 1 kilogram of 
vegetables per quart/liter, 
any varieties of cabbage 
alone or in combination, or 
at least half cabbage and the 
remainder any combination 
of radishes, turnips, carrots, 
beets, kohlrabi, Jerusalem 
artichokes, onions, shallots, 
leeks, garlic, greens, peppers, 
or other vegetables

Approximately 1 tablespoon 
salt (start with a little less, 
add if needed after tasting) 

Other seasonings as desired, 
such as caraway seeds, juniper 
berries, dill, chili peppers, 
ginger, turmeric, dried 
cranberries, or whatever 
you can conjure in your 
imagination. 

Prepare the vegetables. Remove the outer leaves of the cabbage and 
reserve. Scrub the root vegetables but do not peel. Chop or grate all 
vegetables into a bowl. The purpose of this is to expose the surface area in 
order to pull water out of the vegetables, so that they can be submerged 
under their own juices. The finer the veggies are shredded, the easier it is to 
get juices out, but fineness or coarseness can vary with excellent results.

Salt and season Salt the vegetables lightly and add seasonings as you chop. 
Sauerkraut does not require heavy salting. Taste after the next step and 
add more salt or seasonings, if desired. It is always easier to add salt than to 
remove it. (If you must, cover the veggies with dechlorinated water, let this 
sit for 5 minutes, then pour off the excess water).

Squeeze the salted vegetables with your hands for a few minutes (or pound 
with a blunt tool). This bruises the vegetables, breaking down cell walls 
and enabling them to release their juices. Squeeze until you can pick up a 
handful and when you squeeze, juice releases (as from a wet sponge). 

Pack the salted and squeezed vegetables into your jar. Press the vegetables 
down with force, using your fingers or a blunt tool, so that air pockets are 
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COOKING UTOPIA

expelled and juice rises up and over the vegetables. Fill the jar not quite 
all the way to the top, leaving a little space for expansion. The vegetables 
have a tendency to float to the top of the brine, so it’s best to keep them 
pressed down, using one of the cabbage’s outer leaves, folded to fit inside 
the jar, or a carved chunk of a root vegetable, or a small glass or ceramic 
insert. Screw the top on the jar ; lactic acid bacteria are anaerobic and do 
not need oxygen (though they can function in the presence of oxygen). 
However, be aware that fermentation produces carbon dioxide, so pressure 
will build up in the jar and needs to be released daily, especially the first few 
days when fermentation will be most vigorous. 

Wait. Be sure to loosen the top to release pressure each day for the first 
few days. The rate of fermentation will be faster in a warm environment, 
slower in a cool one. Some people prefer their krauts lightly fermented for 
just a few days; others prefer a stronger, more acidic flavor that develops 
over weeks or months. Taste after just a few days, then a few days later, and 
at regular intervals to discover what you prefer. Along with the flavor, the 
texture changes over time, beginning crunchy, and gradually softening. Move 
to the refrigerator if you wish to stop (or rather slow) the fermentation. In 
a cool environment, kraut can continue fermenting slowly for months. In the 
summer or in a heated room, its life cycle is more rapid; eventually it can 
become soft and mushy. 

Surface growth. The most common problem that people encounter in 
fermenting vegetables is surface growth of yeasts and / or molds, facilitated 
by oxygen. Many books refer to this as ‘scum’ but I prefer to think of it 
as a bloom. It’s a surface phenomenon, a result of contact with the air. If 
you should encounter surface growth, remove as much of it as you can, 
along with any discolored or soft kraut from the top layer, and discard. 
The fermented vegetables beneath will generally look, smell, and taste fine. 
The surface growth can break up as you remove it, making it impossible to 
remove all of it. Don’t worry.

Enjoy your kraut! I start eating it when the kraut is young and enjoy its 
evolving flavor over the course of a few weeks (or months in a large batch). 
Be sure to try the sauerkraut juice that will be left after the kraut is eaten. 
Sauerkraut juice packs a strong flavor and is unparalleled as a digestive tonic 
or hangover cure. 
Develop a rhythm. Start a new batch before the previous one runs out. Get 
a few different flavors or styles going at once for variety. Experiment!

Variations: Add a little fresh vegetable juice or ‘pot likker’ and dispense 
with the need to squeeze or pound. Incorporate mung bean sprouts … 
hydrated seaweed … shredded or quartered brussels sprouts … cooked 
potatoes (mashed, fried, and beyond, but always cooled!) … dried or fresh 
fruit … the possibilities are infinite… 

NOURISHMENT IS A 
PATH OF SERVICE, TO BE 
FOLLOWED READILY AND 
SHARED WITH OTHERS 

-sandor katz

[Our Daily Bread]

Now you are a microcosm
of the tumbling
universe, carried by
time’s debris to sustain
and delight.
I dip my finger in,
cradle you with my senses
as you reach for me
with your sweet
malty scent—
Your grasses
and oceans
and a million
living molecules
that feed and transform
and become.
Someday we will cut
into this, slice away
thick hearty pieces,
take bites we think
we can swallow,
nourish our heartbreak—
heels of crust waiting
to be gnawed.
We’ve already yielded
to this mystery of holding
together and pushing outward,
the quotidian balance
our bodies allow
after the crush of furrows,
our selves worked
until ready for fire.
Take this—
a thousand bites
of bread and devour
long eons of toil
and hunger, morning’s
darkness, awakened
in wild necessity for
a taste of you.

- Adrian J.S. Hale
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COOKING UTOPIA

There is something about bread - “the staff of life,” that which has sustained 
bodies and cultures for millennia - that inspires a kind of reverence in me. 
I’ve been known to gasp and unknowingly place a hand over my heart after 
taking a bite a of tangy, open-crumbed slice of sourdough. The first thing I 
do when I travel to a new place is taste what its breads taste like. Despite 
recent trends, I am a decidedly pro-gluten human. 

Deciding to get into baking sourdough bread is somewhere in between 
joining a religious cult and having a needy child.  I have recently canceled 
plans on friends, missed a school meeting, and left a dinner party early for 
my sourdough. I have become that person who pulls out my phone to make 
people look at pictures of my bread and am blessed to have friends who will 
kindly nod and smile as I yell “LOOK AT THOSE BUBBLES!” 

Fermented foods have a way of refusing to yield to your desired time lines. 
It took over three months, and more than one tear-filled outburst, to bake 
my first real loaf of sourdough. The first loaf I baked was rushed (I wanted 
to impress a date), a mistake anyone well-versed in sourdough will tell you is 
futile. I spent weeks diligently growing my own starter (“my new child” I kept 
calling it) and three days coaxing the starter into a delicate dough using the 
elaborate methods outlined in Chad Robertson’s famous Tartine method, 
setting timers, politely squeezing salt into the dough, and tenderly “stretching 
and folding” it.  Yet, it came out of the oven a dense catastrophe. It was 
humbling reminder I can only describe as akin to that feeling you have when 
standing on a really tall mountain and all of a sudden you think, “oh my god I 
am so small and stupid.”  The microbial life in that loaf of bread were bigger 
than me, and simply. did. not. give. a. shit. that I had a date. 

Since then, I have learned that sourdough requires a level of humility, a level 
of love and care, and a level of dedication. Like yoga, it is never a completed 
task, but rather a constant iterative practice. Each loaf builds on all of the 
care you have put into your starter since day one. 

Sourdough

“When there is very little else left to believe in, one can still believe in an honest loaf of fragrant, home-baked 
bread.” 

-Anna Thomas, The Vegetarian Epicure

COOKING UTOPIA

AMYLASE
An enzyme that converts starches to sugars.
AUTOLYSE
A 15- to 30-minute rest period after mixing flour and water, before 
adding salt and yeast. It begins gluten development and reduces 
kneading time. 
BAGUETTE
A long, skinny loaf of French bread. Check out our Classic Baguettes 
blog post for a recipe and shaping instructions.
BAKER’S PERCENTAGE
A way of expressing formulas in which the flour weight represents 
100% and all other ingredients are a percentage of the flour weight. 
See our Baker’s Percentage blog post for more information.
BATARD
An oval-shaped loaf.
BANNETON
A French-style basket, similar to the German brotform, designed to 
hold and shape a rising loaf. When the loaf is fully risen, it’s turned 
out of the banneton onto a pan or hot stone to bake.
BIGA
An Italian term for a pre-ferment made with flour, water, and yeast. 
Its texture is generally stiffer than that of the typical liquid sourdough 
starter.
BOULE
A round (ball-shaped) loaf.
BROTFORM
A German-style basket, similar to the French banneton, that 
supports a shaped loaf during its final rise. Learn more in the Tools 
and Supplies section.
COUCHE
A linen or canvas cloth used to support unbaked yeast loaves, 
typically baguettes, during their final rise.
CRUMB
The appearance and texture of the inner part of a loaf of bread 
— often described as being either “open crumb” (lots of irregular 
holes) or “closed crumb” (fine-textured).
DISCARD
The portion of starter disposed of when feeding a starter as part of 
its routine maintenance. Use discard starter in pancakes, muffins, and 
other recipes as specified. 
FEEDING
Adding flour and water to a portion of the starter to support its 
growth, and to maintain its balance of yeast and bacteria.
FERMENTATION
The process of yeast consuming sugars and producing carbon 

dioxide and alcohol; and friendly bacteria (lactobacilli) producing 
organic acids.
GLUTEN
The protein found in wheat and some other grains that, when 
combined with water, gives structure to baked goods.
LAME
A tool to score or slash dough. Check out our blog post, Bread 
Scoring Techniques, for more.
LEVAIN
A French term for sourdough bread. May also refer to the 
sourdough starter itself, when used as a pre-ferment in a recipe.
MAILLARD REACTION
A chemical reaction that occurs during baking, giving baked goods 
their golden brown color and caramelized flavor.
MAINTENANCE
The feeding regimen used to sustain a sourdough starter for use in 
baking.
NATURALLY LEAVENED
A term for sourdough bread that uses no commercial yeast.
PEEL
A tool used to load or unload bread from an oven.
POOLISH
A starter made of equal parts flour and water, with a small 
percentage of added yeast.
PRE-FERMENT
A portion of the overall flour, water, and yeast in a recipe that’s 
mixed and allowed to ferment in advance of mixing the dough.
PROOF
The final rise of dough before baking.
RETARD
Slowing the fermentation process to increase flavor, usually by 
reducing the temperature.
RIPE
A mature starter that’s ready to use in baking, characterized by lots 
of bubbles, increased volume, small rivulets across the top, and a 
fresh, clean, acidic aroma.
SCORING/SLASHING
Making cuts on the surface of a proofed loaf immediately before 
it’s baked to guide where and how the loaf expands. Slashing 
facilitates improved oven spring, good internal crumb structure, and 
appearance.
SOURDOUGH STARTER
A culture of wild yeast and bacteria that, when properly maintained, 
leavens and flavors bread.

A Lexicon of Sourdough
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1. Building a Sourdough Starter

Day 1
Use a 2-quart glass or plastic container for your starter. Use 
a scale to weigh the flour and water if at all possible.
Weigh 4 ounces (1/2 cup + 2 tablespoons) all-purpose 
flour.
Weigh 4 ounces (1/2 cup) water
Stir vigorously until combined into a smooth batter. It will 
look like a sticky, thick dough.
Scrape down the sides and loosely cover the container with 
plastic wrap or a clean kitchen towel secured with a rubber 
band. Place the container somewhere with a consistent 
room temperature of 70°F to 75°F (like the top of the 
refrigerator) and let sit for 24 hours.

DAY 2
The next day, you may see a few bubbles here and there, 
but don’t worry if you don’t. Weigh the flour and water 
for today, and add them to the starter. Stir vigorously until 
combined into a smooth batter. It will look like a sticky, 
thick dough. Scrape down the sides and loosely cover the 
container with the plastic wrap or kitchen towel secured 
again. Place the container somewhere with a consistent 
room temperature of 70°F to 75°F (like the top of the 
refrigerator) and let sit for 24 hours.

DAY 3
By now, the surface of your starter should look dotted 
with bubbles and your starter should look visibly larger in 
volume. If you stir the starter, it will still feel thick and batter-
like, but you’ll hear bubbles popping. It should also start 
smelling a little sour and musty. Weigh the flour and water 

for today, and add them to the starter. Stir vigorously until 
combined into a smooth batter. It will look like a sticky, 
thick dough. Scrape down the sides and loosely cover the 
container with the plastic wrap or kitchen towel secured 
again. Place the container somewhere with a consistent 
room temperature of 70°F to 75°F (like the top of the 
refrigerator) and let sit for 24 hours.

DAY 4
By now, the starter should be looking very bubbly with 
large and small bubbles, and it will have doubled in volume. 
If you stir the starter, it will feel looser than yesterday and 
honeycombed with bubbles. It should also be smelling quite 
sour and pungent. (My starter looks smaller in volume 
because it rose and fell during the night. Weigh the flour and 
water for today, and add them to the starter. Stir vigorously 
until combined into a smooth batter. It will look like a sticky, 
thick dough. Scrape down the sides and loosely cover the 
container with the plastic wrap or kitchen towel secured 
again. Place the container somewhere with a consistent 
room temperature of 70°F to 75°F (like the top of the 
refrigerator) and let sit for 24 hours.

DAY 5 (or 6)
 Your starter is ready to use when it looks very bubbly — 
even frothy. If you stir the starter, it will feel looser than 
yesterday and be completely webbed with bubbles. It should 
also be smelling quite sour and pungent. You can taste a 
little too! It should taste even more sour and vinegary. If 
everything is looking, smelling, and tasting good, you can 
consider your starter ripe and ready to use!

Adapted from the Kitchn
* Adapted from The Perfect Loaf  based on the methods of Tarine Bakery. 
This timeline is what I first used when starting to bake sourdough, but it is just one of many guidelines available. Really, the only way 
to learn what works best for you is to keep baking!  There are a million variations to explore with flours, add-ins, techniques, etc. 

COOKING UTOPIA COOKING UTOPIA

1. Levain – 8:00 a.m
Mix together everything called for in the “Levain” section in a clean jar in 
the morning and store somewhere around 74-76°F (23-24°C) ambient for 
5-6 hours. Keep an eye on how your levain is progressing during this time. 
When its ready to be used it will be expanded, bubbly on top & at the sides, 
and smell almost a little sour. 

2. Autolyse – 12:00 p.m.
Using your hands mix all the flour and most of the water (reserve 50g 
water for later) called for in the “Dough Mix” section above in a bowl until 
all dry bits are hydrated. Cover the bowl and store somewhere warm (near 
your levain is convenient) for 1 hour. Note that this autolyse stage does not 
incorporate or use salt or the levain build in any way, they are two separate 
entities at this point that will be mixed together later in the process.

3. Mix – 1:00 p.m.
At this point your autolyse is complete and your levain is ready. Add salt, 
reserved water, and levain to your already mixed flour & water and mix 
thoroughly. I like to spread everything on top of dough resting in the bowl 
and use my hand to pinch all the ingredients together. Transfer dough to a 
tub or thick-walled bowl for bulk fermentation.
At this point use your instant read thermometer to take the temperature 
of your dough to get your final dough temperature. If your FDT is below 
78°F (25°C) next time use warmer water, and conversely, if it’s above 78°F 
(25°C) use cooler water.

4. Bulk Fermentation – 1:10 p.m. to 5:10 p.m.
At 76-80°F (24-26°C) ambient temperature bulk fermentation should go for 
about 4 hours. Perform 3 sets of stretch and folds during bulk fermentation, 
spaced out by 30 minutes.
Each set consists of 4 folds, one at the North, South, East and West sides. 
Wet your hands with a little water to prevent sticking and then lift up one 
side (North) of the dough with two hands. Stretch the dough up high 
enough just so that you can fold it completely over to the other side of the 
dough in the bowl. Rotate the bowl 180° and do the other side (South). 
Finish the other two sides (East and West) to complete the set. Let the 
dough rest 30 minutes, covered, between sets.

2. A Basic Sourdough Loaf Timeline

LEVAIN
40g Mature sourdough 
starter (100% hydration)
 
40g Bob’s Red Mill 
Stoneground Whole Wheat

40g Bob’s Red Mill Artisan 
Bread Flour

80g H2O @ room 
temperature 

DOUGH
748g Bob’s Red Mill Artisan 
Bread Flour

110g Bob’s Red Mill 
Stoneground Whole Wheat 
Flour

49g Bob’s Red Mill Dark Rye 
Flour

691g H2O (warm/cool water 
temperature to meet the 
desired dough temperature)

18g Fine sea salt

184g Mature, 100% hydration 
levain (from Levain above)

VITALS 
Total Dough Weight: 1800 grams
Hydration: 78.00%
Yield 2 x 900 gram loaves
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COOKING UTOPIA

After that third set of stretch and folds, let the dough rest 
the remainder of bulk fermentation. During this time we 
let the flour ferment further, aerating it (making it rise), 
strengthening it and developing flavor.
At the end of bulk fermentation your dough should have 
risen anywhere between 20% and 50%, should show some 
bubbles on top, sides and the edge of the dough where it 
meets the bowl should be slightly domed showing strength.

5. Divide & Preshape – 5:15 p.m.
Lightly flour your work surface and dump out the dough. 
With your bench knife in one hand divide the dough into 
two halves. Lightly flour your other hand and using both 
the knife and your hand turn each half of dough on the 
counter while lightly pulling the dough towards you. This 
gentle turning and pulling motion will develop tension on 
the top of the dough forming a round circle.
Let the dough rest for 25 minutes, uncovered.

6. Shape – 5:35 p.m.
Lightly flour the top of your dough rounds and the work 
surface. Working with one at a time, flip the round so the 
floured top is now down on the floured work surface.
Lightly flour your hands and grab the bottom of the round 
and stretch it lightly downward towards your body and 
then up and over about 2/3 the way to the top.
Then, grab the left and right sides of the dough and stretch 
them away from each other, fold one side over toward the 
other and repeat with the other side.
Then, grab the top of the circle and stretch away from your 
body and fold down and over all the way to the bottom 
of the resting dough. You’ll now have a tight package that 
resembles a letter.

7. Rest & Proof – 5:40 p.m. to 9:30 a.m. (next day) 
To prevent your dough from drying out overnight, place 
your bowls containing your shaped dough in plastic bags 
sealed shut with a rubber band. I will usually puff up the 
plastic bag around the bowl by opening it wide and then 
quickly closing the opening. Once covered, let the dough 
rest on the counter for 20 minutes. Then, retard in the 
refrigerator at 38°F (3°C) for 16 hours.During this time 

overall fermentation will slow, but (good) bacteria activity 
will continue, contributing to a more complex flavor and 
deeper crust coloring.

8. Bake – Next Morning: Preheat oven at 8:30 a.m., 
Bake at 9:30 
While wearing your oven mitt, and with caution, pull out 
your shallow side of the combo cooker. Using your pizza 
peel, drag a corner of the parchment paper to slide your 
dough into the combo cooker. Place it back into the oven 
and cover the shallow side with the deep side to create a 
seal. This sealed environment helps trap the escaping steam 
from your dough to steam the exterior of the loaf as it 
cooks, allowing it to fully rise as it bakes.
Turn the oven down to 475°F (246°C) and bake for 20 
minutes. After 20 minutes, use your oven mitt to very 
carefully remove the top of the combo cooker. Leave the 
large side of the combo cooker in the oven to the side of 
the shallow part of the cooker holding your dough. Close 
the door, turn the oven down to 450°F (232°C), and bake 
for 30 more minutes. If you are unsure if your bread is done, 
use your thermometer to test the internal temperature, it 
should register over 208°F (97°C).
When done, carefully use your oven mitt to remove the 
bread from the combo cooker (I will grab a corner of the 
parchment paper and drag the cooked bread out of the 
cooker) and cool on a wire rack. Place the combo cooker 
back in the oven and bring the temperature back up to 
500°F (260°C). Repeat for the second loaf.

COOKING UTOPIA

No-Knead Everyday Sourdough

50 g (1⁄4 cup) bubbly, active 
starter

350 g (11⁄3 cups plus 2 tbsp) 
warm water

500 g (4 cups plus 2 tbsp) 
bread flour

9 g (11⁄2 tsp) fine sea salt

Baker’s Schedule
 
Thursday-Saturday: Feed 
your starter until bubbly and 
active. 

Saturday Evening: Make the 
dough and let rise overnight. 

Sunday Morning: Shape the 
dough, let rise again, score 
and bake. 

MAKE THE DOUGH: In the evening, whisk the starter and water together in a 
large bowl with a fork. Add the flour and salt. Combine until a stiff dough forms, 
then finish mixing by hand to fully incorporate the our.  The dough will feel dense 
and shaggy, and it will stick to your fingers as you go. Scrape o as much as you can. 
Cover with a damp towel and let rest for 30 minutes. Replenish your starter with 
fresh our and water, and store according to preference.

After the dough has rested, work the mass into a fairly smooth ball. To do this, grab 
a portion of the dough and fold it over, pressing your fingertips into the center. 
Repeat, working your way around the dough until it begins to tighten, about 15 
seconds.

BULK RISE: Cover the bowl with a damp towel and let rise overnight at room 
temperature. This will take about 8 to 10 hours at 70°F (21°C). The dough is ready 
when it no longer looks dense and has doubled in size.

SHAPE: In the morning, coax the dough onto a lightly floured work surface. To 
shape it into a round, start at the top and fold the dough over toward the center. 
Turn the dough slightly and fold over the next section of dough. Repeat until 
you have come full circle. Flip the dough over and let rest for 5 to 10 minutes. 
Meanwhile, line an 8-inch (20-cm) bowl with a towel and dust with flour. With 
floured hands, gently cup the dough and pull it toward you in a circular motion to 
tighten its shape. Using a bench scraper, place the dough into the bowl, seam side 
up.

SECOND RISE: Cover the bowl and let rest for 30 minutes to 1 hour. The dough is 
ready when it looks puffy and has risen slightly but has not yet doubled in size.

Preheat your oven to 450°F (230°C). Cut a sheet of parchment paper to t the size 
of your baking pot, leaving enough excess around the sides to remove the bread.

SCORE: Place the parchment over the dough and invert the bowl to release. 
Sprinkle the dough with our and gently rub the surface with your hands. Using the 
tip of a small, serrated knife or a razor blade, score the dough with the cross-cut 
pattern on page 195, or any way you’d like. Use the parchment to transfer the 
dough to the baking pot.

BAKE: Bake the dough on the center rack for 20 minutes, covered. Remove the lid, 
and continue to bake for 30 minutes. Then, carefully remove the loaf from the pot 
and bake directly on the oven rack for the last 10 minutes to crisp the crust. When 
finished, transfer to a wire rack. Cool for 1 hour before slicing. Sourdough is best 
consumed on the same day it is baked. 

Adapted from Artisan Sourdough Made Simple
Author: Emilie Raffa

This recipe is for the days you might not have 5 hours to sit at home tending to your dough. This is my 
favorite go-to method for baking a loaf of reliably delicious sourdough. But, it is still important to remind 
yourself, just because it takes less time, when it comes to sourdough you are not in control and there 
are no quick-fixes!
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RECIPE SOURCES

The Artists’ & Writers’ Cookbook 
Edited by Beryl Barr and Barbara Turner Sachs, 1961

Heirloom Beans: Recipes from Rancho Gordo
Vanessa Barrington and Steve Sando, 2010

Cooking with The New York Times 
https://cooking.nytimes.com/

Food52 
https://food52.com/

Honey from a Weed: Fasting and Feasting in Tuscany, Catalonia, the Cyclades, and Apulia 
Patience Gray, 1997

Wild Fermentation: The Flavor, Nutrition, and Craft of Live-Culture Foods
Sandor Katz, 2016

The New Enchanted Broccoli Forest
Mollie Katzen, 2000

Les Di̇ners de Gala
Salvador Dali, 1973

Farming While Black: Soul Fire Farm’s Practical Guide to Liberation on the Land. 
Leah Penniman, 2018

Artisan Sourdough Made Simple: A Beginner’s Guide to Delicious Handcrafted Bread with Minimal Kneading
Emilie Raffa, 2017

The Perfect Loaf
https://www.theperfectloaf.com

Salad for President: A Cookbook Inspired by Artists 
Julia Sherman, 2017

The Sioux Chef’s Indigenous Kitchen. 
Sean Sherman, 2017

The Alice B. Toklas Cook Book. 
Alice B. Toklas 2010

Feed the Resistance: Recipes + Ideas for Getting Involved
Julia Turshen, 2017

Coming to My Senses: The Making of a Counterculture Cook 
Alice Waters, 2017

A Painter’s Kitchen: Receipes from the Kitchen of Georgia O’Keefe 
Margaret Wood, 2009
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